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PHOTOS BAKHTIYAR PEER AND DUNCAN DE YOUNG 
Tony Ingram (top left), Stephanie Power (top right), Stella Magalios (bottom left) and Chad Griffiths are all hoping for spots on next year's MUNSU executive. 
MUNSU holds election, no one cares 
Almost 30 students' union positions acclaimed 
BY KATIE HYSLOP 
Although they extended deadlines for 
nominations, Memorial's students' 
union still had a hard time getting ap-
plications for its annual general elec-
tion, resulting in 29 jobs being filled 
automatically. 
VP Internal Roger Drinkall occupies 
one of those acclaimed seats, shifting to 
the role of VP academic. Current VP 
Academic Katherine Giroux-Bougard 
has been acclaimed as union president 
and Dushyant Singh has been acclaimed 
as VP finance. 
Initially, rumours circulated that 
Drinkall was running against Giroux-
Bougard for president. But, he dropped 
out before nominations were final-
ized. 
"We'd have four new executives who 
have never been in an executive role 
before and I felt I could make a better 
difference with Katherine than alone," 
said Drinkall. 
There will only be elections for 
three positions this year: VP internal, 
VP external, and one arts representa-
tive seat. 
Chad Griffiths and Stella Magalios 
are both running for VP external, a po-
sition left empty this year due to the res-
ignation of Craig Green and the con-
troversial decision to not recognize 
Terry McDonald's win in the by-elec-
tion last fall. 
Griffiths is no stranger to media 
relations, having spent three years 
in social and environmental activ-
ism groups at MUN, including the 
Society for Corporate Environmental 
and Social Responsibility, Oxfam, and 
Project Green. He also worked with Peg 
Norman's NDP campaign team in the 
last federal election, where he special-
ized in media communications. 
'Tm interested in leading the stu-
dent movement, but in order to get real 
change we have to be bigger than that. 
I'm interested in leading the education 
movement," said Griffiths. 
"In order for the students' union to be 
a success, we need to reach out to both 
our members, the students, and to other 
parts of the province that have a vested 
interest in seeing this province grow." 
Magalios served on council this year 
as part-time student representative, in-
volving herselfin issues such as the cam-
paigns committee, the women's com-
SEE 'ELECTION' ON PACE 3 
Two profs file human-rights complaints 
Engineering not racist: faculty members 
BY SHEENA GOODYEAR 
Two professors from Memorial's en-
gineering faculty have filed human-
rights complaints against the uni-
versity, alleging the administration 
discriminated against them based 
on age and race. But, other profes-
sors have come forward defending 
the faculty. 
Luis Lobo and Anand Sharan, both 
originally from India, say the univer-
sity has discriminated against them 
for years. 
Sharan says he has consistently 
been forced to teach math classes he 
is unqualified to teach. 
"What will happen is you go to 
teach the class and the students will 
get angry and you feel embarrassed to 
teach," he said. "You will not do well in 
the course because the student evalu-
ations are not good, and [the admin-
istration] will penalize you." 
Lobo had a heart attack in 1998, 
which he blames on stress due to the 
teaching environment at Memorial. 
After his heart attack, Lobo went 
on long-term disability. He says that 
two months later the insurance com-
pany told him he was healthy enough 
to return to work, but that Memorial 
wouldn't let him. 
'T d been paying for this insurance 
for years and when I needed the insur-
ance, MUN wouldn't pay me here and 
I ended up with no long-term disabil-
ity," said Lobo. 
He says Memorial's Faculty 
Association (MUNFA) couldn't help 
him and says he only got his job back 
because his MHA exerted political in-
fluence on the university. 
MUNFA has declined comment 
while investigations are ongoing. 
Lobo also says he's been denied 
promotions, salary increases, and re-
search money. 
Dean of Engineering Ray Gosine 
also declined comment on the specif-
ic cases while the investigation is on-
going. But, he does say that the fac-
ulty's promotion and salary increase 
process is peer-reviewed and non-dis-
criminatory. 
"Of the applications that I have rec-
ommended positively, the majority 
have been by members of visible mi-
nority groups," said Gosine. 
"There have been four cases where 
AND ''GET TBERI IN A JIFEY'' 
I have recommended against promo-
tion and only one of these applica-
tions was from a member of a visible 
minority group." 
Likewise, other engineering pro-
fessors from minority groups are up-
set about Lobo's and Sharan's allega-
tions. 
Professors Amgad Hussein and 
Cheng Li, from Egypt and China 
respectively, say the Faculty of 
Engineering is a good place for for-
eigners to work. 
"The main reason I enjoy the place 
is that I enjoy the peaceful and very 
SEE 'UNIVERSITY' ON PACE 3 
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Canada's role 
in Western 
Hemisphere's poorest 
country irks activists 
BY SHEENA GOODYEAR 
Memorial students and members of 
the St John's community rallied at 
the Masonic Temple this weekend to 
talk about Haiti and what they see as 
Canada's harmful role in its poverty 
and oppression. 
People helped themselves to free 
food and information pamphlets be-
fore activists from different camps 
delivered speeches in front of a ban-
ner bearing the slogans "RCMP: Stop 
training death squads!" and "Free 
Political Prisoners." 
Chad Griffiths, a representative 
of the Society for Corporate, Social, 
and Environmental Responsibility, 
spoke first. 
"What got me was the lack of real 
representation of some of these issues. 
It blew me away," he said. 
Stella Magalios said she came to the 
rally because she learned about Haiti 
in a class and wanted to know more. 
"I got really interested in it, but 
unfortunately there's barely any-
thing about Haiti in the media. It's 
often not talked about," she said. "I 
heard about this event and I thought 
it would be a good chance to learn 
more about it." 
Griffiths handed the microphone 
to Krista Cook from the Refugee and 
Immigrant Advisory Council. 
Cook said Haiti is the poorest 
country in the Western Hemisphere 
and one of the poorest in the world, 
with an average annual income ofless 
than $400. 
Also, Haiti has a brutal histo-
ry of imperialism and dictatorship. 
• • •• 
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The Haiti solidarity movement organized a series of events to bring attention to Canada's role in the Caribbean 
nation. 
The first elected president was Jean-
Bertrand Aristide, who was violent-
ly ousted in 2004. Aristide, who cur-
rently resides in South Africa, claims 
he was kidnapped by American forc-
es. 
Cook says that Canada and the 
US withheld millions in aid to Haiti 
during Aristide's reign and that they 
backed the military coup that re-
moved him from power. 
She did not mention, however, that 
Aristide has been accused of fear-
mongering and human rights abuses. 
Reporters Without Borders attributes 
the deaths and attacks of numerous 
international journalists to gangs of 
Aristide supporters. 
Next, Tracy Glynn and Laura 
Molyneux from St John's Haiti 
Solidarity, talked about the Canadian 
connection. 
Glynn said Canadian financial aid 
isn't going directly to schools and 
structures as it should be, but is in-
stead redirected through human 
rights organizations with clear anti-
Aristide political ties. 
She also said Canadian organiza-
tions aren't speaking out about Haiti, 
noting that famous activist Naomi 
Klein disassociated herself from ac-
tivist group Rights & Democracy be-
cause of their weak stance on the is-
sue. 
Molyneux called Haiti "Canada's 
Iraq" because of the "window of op-
portunity that's been presented be-
cause of the fall of Aristide." 
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She said Canadian corporations 
have reaped huge financial rewards 
in post-war reconstruction between 
the ousting of Aristide and the recent 
election of Rene Preval. 
She also said that some Canadian 
corporations have been reputed to 
provide ammunitions to the Haitian 
National Police, who are infamous for 
their human rights abuses. 
After this, Amnesty International's 
Remzi Cej spoke. He said Amnesty 
is calling on the international com-
munity to stop the small-arms trade 
in Haiti. 
Unregistered small arms are ram-
pant in Haiti, said Cej. The Haitian 
National Police use them to terror-
ize citizens; the citizens keep them 
for protection from the police. 
"Often when these abuses are com-
mitted, they aren't punished in a way 
they should be," said Cej. 
When asked why Amnesty hasn't 
responded to allegations that peace-
keepers (RCMP officers included) are 
also committing abuses, Cej said they 
haven't confirmed the truth of those 
allegations. 
Cej also said that women in Haiti 
are often gang-raped for their hus-
bands' political stances, while wom-
en and children refugees who flee to 
America are often turned away at the 
border. 
Local musicians entertained the 
crowd with political music before the 
rally finished and Cej helped people 
write letters to the US government 
on behalf of Amnesty. 
"Don't give up hope, 'cause clearly 
there is hope," said Griffiths in clos-
ing. 
Haitian political activist and former 
cabinet minister Patrick Elie spoke on 
Wednesday in UC-2001 about the for-
eign occupation in Haiti. However, he 
will appear again next Wednesday in 
SN-2109 at 7:00 pm. 
If you're a ~ost-secondary STUDENT seeking 0 ,, a SUMMER/PART· TIME JOB then don't miss ... 
CONNECTING STUDENTS WITH OPPORTUNITIES 
4 Network with employers in various fields! 
r ~· Receive advice on your resume & interview tipsl 
, 4 Enter to win great prizesl 
4 GREAT PLACE TO FIND A JOBI 
When: Tuesday, March 21, 2006 
Time: l :00 pm - 8:00 pm 
.Where: Holiday lryn, 180 PQrtugal Cove Rd., St. John's 
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This is not the first time Memorial professor Anand Sharan has made news regarding his relationship with the 
engineering faculty. Last year, he created controversy by refusing to submit his markings on an exam that was 
due for a reread. 
University committed to equality: 
administration 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 
friendly working environment, so I 
strongly disagree with the argument 
they make, that we are not welcome 
or we are ill-treated. That's not the 
case," said Li. 
Hussein says Lobo and Sharan have 
incorrectly implied that discrimi-
nation is rampant in the Faculty of 
Engineering and that Newfoundland 
and Labrador is a bad place for for-
eigners. 
"There is no discrimination," said 
Hussein. "You have to realize you're 
talking about a faculty here, that over 
half of them are immigrants." 
Gosine confirms that over half 
of engineering faculty members are 
immigrants - mostly visible minor-
ities. 
"The faculty is a very multicultural 
work environment, perhaps the most 
culturally diverse workplace in the 
province," said Gosine. 
Sharan filed two complaints with 
the Human Rights Commission over 
a year ago and is upset they haven't 
been dealt with. 
Daniel Peyton, a human-rights 
5pecialist with the Commission, says 
there is no time limit for investiga'" 
tions. 
"Complicated cases take quite a bit 
of time to gather documents and in-
vestigate," he said. 
Peyton says human-rights com-
plaints are assigned to an investiga-
tor and then go through the respon-
dent, go back to the complainant, get 
compiled in an official report, get re-
viewed by the Commission, and then 
get sent before a board of inquiries and 
a judiciary before action is taken. 
Meanwhile, Sharan says things have 
only gotten worse since he made the 
complaint. 
"Because I file a complaint against 
[the administration], they get mad. 
They attack again and again," he said. 
"The Human Rights Commission can't 
do anything. What they have done is 
basically put the control in the hands 
of the offenders." 
Since he filed the complaint Sharan 
says he's been denied funding for lab 
supplies and had his classes interrupt-
ed by faculty administration mem-
bers. 
Sharan also says that when a stu-
dent asked for a reread of his exam and 
his mark went up, the engineering fac-
ulty called Sharan incompetent. 
An official press release from 
Marketing & Communications reads: 
"The university has always been com-
mitted to the principles of equality 
and non-discrimination, those same 
principles which are enshrined in the 
Human Rights Code." 
Election hype pales in comparison to last 
year 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 
mittee, and the TAUMUN election. She 
is the third member of her family to 
serve on the MUNSU council, follow-
ing her sisters Rosa, former VP finance, 
and Jessica, former VP academic. 
"The VP external position is basical-
ly the spokesperson for MUNSU - the 
liaison between government and be-
tween the university and the students' 
union," said Magalios. 
"I recognize that we need to work 
together with students. I want to work 
with students. I want to know what is-
sues students have." 
In the race for VP internal, cur-
rent Human Kinetics and Recreation 
(HKR) Rep Stephanie Power is run-
ning against Tony Ingram, president 
of MUN Moves, the university's break-
dancing society. 
In addition to being HKR rep, Power 
is co-president of the HKR society and a 
resident assistant in Barnes House. She 
has participated in several committees, 
including the fund raising/charity com-
mittee, the elections committee, and the 
student innovation committee. She was 
also on the Barnes House charity com-
mittee last year, organizing the charity 
truck pull for Iris Kirby House. 
"The main thing that attracted me 
to this position is that, out of all the 
positions on student executive, it's the 
one that's most actively involved in the 
day-to-day student life, with the fact 
that you're involved with the clubs and 
societies and maintaining clear lines 
of communication with them," said 
Power. 
"Also with the centres - they repre-
sent seven of the very distinct popula-
tions at MUN .... It's important to keep 
in touch with them to make sure that 
their needs and wants are well-repre-
sented and heard. Also, residence is an 
integral part of university - living on 
campus, being part of that aspect of uni-
versity life and being involved in it." 
Tony Ingram could not be reached 
by press time. 
Although he was acclaimed as VP 
finance, Dushyant Singh is new to 
MUNSU council. He does have experi-
ence with the union, however, working 
at the front desk and in The Breezeway 
for two-and-a-half years. Singh has 
also worked with several administra-
tive offices and departments around 
campus. 
"Having the experience I have and 
the knowledge I have, I'll be able to do a 
better job in this position. Plus, being a 
business student - that gives me a good 
background in finances," said Singh. 
Compared to last year's MUNSU 
elections, interest in this year's event 
is particularly poor. The election last 
year had contested races in each exec-
utive position and in many of the oth-
er council positions; voter turnout was 
also higher than in previous years. 
• . with 
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UNIVERSITY COUNSELLING CENTRE 
ACADEMIC WORKSHOP OFFERINGS . 
' . 
WINTER SEl\t1ESTER 2006 
Test Anxiety Group 
Learn to deal contructively with anxiety 
Registration: February 27-March 10, 2006 
3 Weeks, 6 Classes 
Starts: Week of March 13-March 31 , 2006 
23 Churchill Square 
753-6918 
Professional Hairstyling/or Men & Women 
Walk In Service Available 
Barber Stylist on Staff Student Discount 
SPECIAL 1 
Jumbo Pizza 
Cheese, 5 Toppings, and a 2-lifer Pepsi 
$10.99 
SPECIAL 2 
Jumbo Pizza 
Pick up & Delivery 
754-5002 
EXIT REALTY ON THE ROCK 
!n®p.e1~d.e1>t M~.-1~bttr Smkei· 
323 Freshwater Road, St. john's, NL Al 8 !Cl 
Tel: 709.576,6667 • fax: 709.S76 .6688 • 1enniforseuire~(;j!exitrealtvnl.com 
www.theworksonline.ca 
Your student recreation fee gives you access to: 
Indoor Track •Aerobics Classes • Cardio Center • Workout Loft 
Strength & Conditioning Center• Swimming - MUN &Aquarena 
Basketball, Tennis, Badminton and more • lntramurals 
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MUNSU report card · 
BY ALEX BILL, SHEENA GOODYEAR, 
AND KYLE REES 
Each year before the upcoming stu-
dent elections, The Muse analyzes the 
work of our student leaders through-
out the year. We look at performance, 
expectations, past promises, and un-
expected surprises. 
We search outside the paper for in-
sight and opinions and we try to be 
as objective as possible. (If personal 
relationships played a role, our edi-
tor-in-chief's idea to give VP Finance 
Mike Lovell an S for sexy might have 
actually gone through.) 
Our report card examines each 
of the executive members and then 
council as a whole. The overall coun-
cil grade is based partly on the work 
of the executive, but is also meant to 
reflect the performance of the other 
councillors. 
President Cletus Flaherty: B -
Flaherty, like Halls 
Fruit Breezers, held 
two jobs this year. 
While this earns him 
points for taking on a 
tougher role, the way 
it came about will lose some. 
He played a central role in "Safety 
Pin-Gate," which prevented candi-
date Terry McDonald from obtaining 
the VP external position he won in 
an election. While Flaherty was just 
playing by the book, the decision flew 
in the face student opinion. 
He didn't attempt to restart the tu-
ition debate as VP external, but con-
sidering the current situation in that 
regard it was probably a smart choice. 
However, it's unclear how well he pro-
moted the student union, consider-
ing the abysmal interest in this year's 
elections. 
Flaherty scores major points 
for taking a strong stance against 
the relationship between Inco and 
Memorial, even boycotting the con-
vocation ceremony because Inco CEO 
Scott Hand would receive an honor-
ary degree. 
While he gets credit by pushing for 
the Smallwood Centre lease agree-
ment, it still hasn't been signed yet 
and that was one of his main cam-
paign promises. The union line is that 
it's going to happen any minute, but 
as of press time - no deal. 
VP Academic Katherine Giroux-
Bougard: A-
Giroux-Bougard has 
been on her game all 
year. The most obvi-
ous evidence of this 
is that no one was 
willing to take her on in the race for 
union president. 
She knows the politics of post-sec-
ondary education inside out; if there's 
a committee somewhere, whether you 
know about it or not, she probably 
sits on it. 
VP Academic works more closely 
with students than any other member 
of council and KGB is perfect for that 
position. She's friendly, approachable, 
and dedicated to the student body. 
She's been a strong voice for wom-
en's issues on council and was stead-
fast in her opposition to Turnltln. 
com, an American anti-plagiarism 
software company that tried to make 
its mark on Memorial. 
The only downside to her year is 
the failure to live up to her campaign 
promise to raise the profile of the ac-
ademic department. It was a bold ob-
jective, but one that unfortunately 
came up short. 
VP Internal Roger Drinkall: C + 
Roger Drinkall's year 
has been surprising. 
In last year's elec-
tion he campaigned 
on increasing aware-
ness of MUNSU services and mak-
ing student events more efficient. His 
opponent campaigned on a platform 
of support for Memorial's clubs and 
societies. 
It turns out that Drinkall has been 
fantastic with clubs and societies, 
while his own initial objectives have 
come up short. 
If someone wanted to start a club 
or society or wanted obtain funding 
or space, Drinkall was there to make 
it happen as quickly as possible. He's 
also worked hard to save the campus 
food bank. 
But, Winter Carnival did not go so 
well for Drinkall. Bad blood was ev-
ident between the houses and there 
were allegations of drunken judges 
in one particular event. The Carnival 
was also no more inclusive to non-
residence students than it had been 
the year before. 
Like Flaherty, Drinkall also played 
a significant role in "Safety Pin-
Gate." But, he did stand up for stu-
dents when MUN Athletics wanted 
to increase student fees to pay for im-
provements to the department. 
VP Finance Mike Lovell: A -
Mike Lovell, often 
the victim of cheap 
jokes by The Muse, 
did some work too. 
It turns out that he 
did a good job. 
Lovell, one of the quirkier mem-
bers of council, has placed the union's 
finances in a better state than they've 
been since anyone at The Muse has 
even been in university. He was also 
open and direct about how MUNSU 
was doing it. 
He benefited from the union's fee 
increase and higher prices at The 
Breezeway, but he also helped to di-
versify the clientele for the bar, offer-
ing something different for almost 
every night of the week. 
As well, Lovell not only managed 
to deliver a budget - something his 
predecessors often failed to do - but 
he delivered a budget surplus as well. 
We won't know the numbers until 
the end of the year, but it's looking 
good right now. 
One area where he does lose points, 
like Flaherty, is with the Smallwood 
Centre lease agreement. MUNSU says 
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it's in the university's hands, but it's 
been the elusive dream all year, so it 
can't go unmentioned. 
MUNSU council: B -
As usual, coun-
cil meetings were a 
flurry of debate that 
of ten ended in unan-
imous decisions any-
way. But, at least they 
were mostly good decisions. 
Council made tough but strong 
choices regarding Memorial's rela-
tionship with Inco and the decision 
to return bottle-recycling duties to 
Facilities Management. 
The council was well-balanced 
with many different personalities. 
The result was that decisive issues 
were debated extensively and com-
promises were often made. The de-
cision on what to allow for presen-
tations, sparked by an offending 
anti-abortion table at the volunteer 
fair, was the best evidence of this 
situation. 
While council members did a 
good job of representing their con-
stituents - particularly residence 
and part-time reps - they often 
showed a lack of commitment as 
well. Had enough councillors both-
ered to show up to the meeting, the 
situation regarding Terry McDonald 
might have turned out different-
ly. At another meeting this year, 
there weren't even enough council-
lors present to meet quorum, so the 
meeting was cancelled. 
So, while this year's council 
wasn't the greatest, it wasn't bad ei-
ther. Take a bow MUNSU - this year 
you've shown yourself to be finan-
cially stable, transparent, and will-
ing to take a stand against multina-
tional corporations. Celebrate your 
accomplishments, learn from your 
mistakes, and sit back to see what 
happens next year. 
Union gears up for general election, Breezeway gets a little cooler 
lHE fl 
BY SHEENA GOODYEAR 
If you're looking for a job next year, go 
to Memorial's Students' Union. Those 
guys can't give their jobs away. 
I guess I should blame myself for 
all these acclaimed positions. Maybe 
I haven't made the lives of MUNSU 
councillors and executives seem ex-
citing and important enough. Maybe 
the dramatic language I use in my col-
umn seems mocking and sarcastic. 
Then again, maybe you're all just very 
afraid of what will happen if you don't 
properly account for your campaign 
safety pins. 
If you had taken them up on the of-
fer though, you too could go to weekly 
meetings every Wednesday at 5:00 pm 
in UC-2001. Here's what went down 
this week. 
•The union passed a motion chang-
ing the ban on election slating to a ban 
on public election slating. In a private 
setting, election candidates can now 
promote candidates for other posi-
tions. 
There was one opposition from Arts 
Rep and VP External Candidate Chad 
Griffiths. 
• VP Academic and recently ac-
claimed President Katherine Giroux-
Bougard will circle a petition for the 
provincial government to provide 
MCP coverage for international stu-
dents. 
"I've been trying to put added pres-
sure on the government to make sure 
·international students get treated fairy 
and get MCP coverage," she said. 
• In 2002, MUNSU became a 
member organization of the St John's 
Coalition Against the War, in opposi-
tion to the impending war in Iraq. 
Now that the Coalition has changed 
its mandate to oppose all war, the union 
unanimously passed a motion main-
taining its relationship with them. 
•VP Finance Mike Lovell said he's 
working on the budget for next fall, 
which will be released next month -
the union's first budget to be complet-
ed this far in advance. 
So far this year, he said the union 
has had a decline in revenue with a re-
duction in expenses. 
Griffiths noted that photocopy-
ing in the library is cheaper than the 
MUNSU Copy Centre. 
. \. 
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"The library is going at a much 
cheaper rate because they have a much 
bigger budget," said Lovell, noting it 
has been that way all year. 
Lovell also promised an Xbox will 
be coming to The Breezeway soon. 
•A new Xbox isn't all The Breezeway 
has to offer. According to VP Internal 
and recently acclaimed VP Academic 
Roger Drinkall, they'll now serve 
Alexander Keith's on tap, while Labatts 
is hosting new Tuesday-night kara-
oke. 
•Drinkall had a meeting with pub-
lishers for Memorial's book store and 
told them he is concerned with books 
being too expensive, outdated, and ar-
riving late in the semester. 
• Female Residence Rep Kristen 
Peddle said Memorial President Axel 
Meisen will be touring the residenc-
es this week. 
"I offered him my bedroom to sleep 
in for a night to see if he'll change any-
thing," she said. "He can experience 
rez life." 
• The union is striking a committee 
to revamp special project grants and 
individual merit funds - money they 
donate to students and groups involved 
in activities abroad. 
The goal of the committee will be to 
discuss how to better budget for them 
and devise a transparent system of de-
ciding how much to give out. 
Griffiths said the union needs to 
·get the word out about the grants 
and hopefully offer more money next 
year. 
"I hope the budget will reflect the 
need for sustaining this great thing," 
he said. 
·fVl award ~hning 
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Writer-not -in -residence 
New programs 
created due to lack of 
funding for writer-in-
residence 
BY PHIL HOWELL 
AND KAYLA WALTERS 
Students searching for creative writ-
ing help on campus will have to wait 
until next fall to meet with a writer-
in-residence. 
The Department of English Language 
and Literature was unsuccessful in its 
application for a writer-in-residence for 
the Winter 2006 semester, citing a lack 
of funding from the Canada Council 
for the Arts, the organization that has 
provided resources for the position in 
the past. 
BAKHTJY AR PEER I MUSE ARCHIVES 
Memorial hasn't had a writer-in-residence since acclaimed author Lisa 
A possible reason for the lack of 
funding, according to writer-in-res-
idence committee member Jennifer 
Lokash, is a change to the funding 
structure. This year, preferences were 
given to schools applying for full-year 
programs. At Memorial, each writer-
in-residence lasts for only one semester, 
placing Memorial twelfth on the list. 
Only the first 10 received funding. 
Previous writers-in-residence, in-
cluding Lisa Moore, Kevin Major, 
Wayne Johnston, and Jane Urquhart, 
have provided aspiring writers within 
the university community an opportu-
nity to receive criticism and advice on 
their writing. As well, the writer-in-res-
idence is expected to work on a manu-
script while on campus. 
To alleviate the absence of a writ-
er-in-residence, the English depart-
ment has established several alterna-
tive programs. 
Moore held the position in 2004. 
The Winter 2006 Visiting Writers 
Program, a series of three workshops 
targeted at different aspects of creative 
writing, will be available to students 
and members of the community as 
of March 12. The program will cover 
genres such as screenwriting, non-fic-
tion, and autobiographical writing, as 
well as a session on creating memora-
ble characters. 
The department has also secured the 
help of local authors Alison Pick and 
Marjorie Doyle to provide mentoring 
off campus. 
"So far, it's been a huge success," said 
Lokash. "We've received a great deal of 
interest from students and people in 
the community." 
''I feel really good about [the new 
programs,]" said department head 
Robert Hollett. "They connect us with 
the arts community in St John's and 
provide a number of great opportu-
nities." 
The DepartmentofEnglishLanguage 
and Literature is still looking for its 
next writer-in-residence, however. 
"We are currently in the process of 
applying for next fall," said Lokash. 
"We will hopefully have a new writer 
next semester." 
The department alerted magazines 
associated with creative writing, en-
couraging writers that are interested 
in the position to apply. 
"This year, we have had writers from 
all over Canada apply for the position," 
said Hollett. A possible candidate has 
been selected, but the department will 
not release the name until funding is 
secured. 
Those interested in the creative writ-
ingworkshops offered by the Department 
of English Language and Literature can 
contact Danine Farquharson at dani-
nef@mun.ca. 
Stop waiting for your bus 
Metrobus launches 
text -messaging 
service to announce 
bus arrivals 
BY DUNCAN DE YOUNG 
If waiting for the bus gets you down, 
then wait no longer. 
Instead of making a mad dash to 
the bus stop when you see it com-
ing down the road, you can now get 
a text message telling you exactly 
when the bus will arrive. myStop is 
a new service for Metrobus created 
by a company from Ontario called 
VitalConnex that offers this con-
Howtouseit 
venience. 
"You can send an on-demand re-
quest to myStop anytime yo11 want 
... [and], we follow up with the [es-
timated time of arrival (ETA)]. 
That sent message is 25 cents," said 
George Kouroupis, VP marketing of 
VitalConnex. 
If the arrival time happens to 
change for any reason - wheth-
er the bus is stuck in traffic or if it 
speeds up - "myStop will track your 
request and track the progress of 
that bus and, if it finds a change in 
the original ETA, it will automati-
cally change notification ... . These 
change notifications are free," said 
Kouroupis. 
"Metrobus has equipped the buses 
with GPS receivers," said Kouroupis. 
To get an arrival~time ~~o-ittext a message formatted lik<; t§j~ftC:S48259. 
STJ . 202~ ,. · ··:\·(:~ . 4 
The code for the lhe C-04~:for the specific stop, available at ~ 
StJohn~s ~egion •. ., ~n.th!S.~~~eiit·r~fers to the $tn~l~w<>qq ~···.·. 
By using that GPS data in a predic-
tive model, VitalConnex can predict 
the time a bus will arrive at a par-
ticular stop . 
St John's was the only city selected 
as a test location for myStop. Mark 
Chancey of Metro bus says there is a 
perfectly good reason for this: 
"Because we do have [Automatic 
Vehicle Location] (AVL) data avail-
able - not many other transit sys-
tems do." 
Metrobus won't see any profits 
from the 25-cent fee, however, as 
they do not pay for the service. 
If you go online to myStop.ca you 
can buy cheaper bundles for the ser-
vice or set up a subscription to send 
an alert at a particular point every 
day. 
THELILLAW 
FOUNDATION 
OF NEWFOUNDLAND 
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LAW FOUNDATION OF 
NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR 
The Law Foundation of Newfoundland and Labrador in 1984 
established funding for annual Law School Entrance Scholarships, 
in honour of the incorporation of the Law Society in 1834. The 
Scholarships, valued at $5,000. each, are tenable for first year studies at 
any Canadian Law School and are awarded to residents of the Province 
of Newfoundland and Labrador on the basis of academic excellence. 
The recipients of the 2005/2006 Law Foundation of Newfoundland 
and Labrador Law School Entrance Scholarships and law schools they 
are attending are Dana D. Byrne, University of Toronto, and Danielle 
R. Rumbolt, Dalhousie University. 
Pictured at presentation in St.John's are: standing (1-r), 
Norman J. Whalen, Q.C., Chair, Selection Committee and Vice-Chair, 
Law Foundation, Dana D. Byrne, Valerie L. Marshall, LL.B., member 
of Selection Committee, and M. Francis O 'Dea, Q.C., Chair, Law 
Foundation. 
W. Wayne Thistle, Q.C., is the third member of the Selection 
Committee. 
Applications for the upcoming first year Law School Entrance 
Scholarships for the academic year 2006/2007 must be received by 
May l, 2006. 
Further information and the application form for the 2006/2007 
Scholarships are available from: Law Foundation, 49-55 Elizabeth 
Avenue, P.O. Box 5907, St.John's, NL AlC 5X4 Telephone (709) 754-
4424, Telecopier 754-4320 
The Law Foundation celebrated its 25th Anniversary on February l, 
2005, having been established by proclamation on that date in 1980. 
The Law Foundation provides grants to advance public understanding 
of the law and access to legal services. Its objects for funding are legal 
education, legal research, law reform, legal aid, legal referral service, law 
libraries and law scholarships. 
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. Best Summer Job You've Ever Had! 
CAMP CARIBOU, a summer residential boys camp located in Maine, 
has openings for summer employment. We have an amazing 
opportunity for you to teach, coach, mentor and have an incredible 
summer working with boy's ages 7-15. The positions offer a 
competitive salary, a travel allowance, room and board. If interested, 
visit our web sites at http://www.campcaribou.com/staff.php, 
call us (508)358-5050 or email us at info@campcaribou.com to 
learn more about the Caribou experience and apply on-line. 
THE COUNSELLING 
CENTRE ASKS: 
"Do You Need stoo& 
Se-veni·ty 1. 11 services I I Get The Most Out Of Memorial! 
These ~e,$~i,~tt will .tal<tl place until · 
April 22j'·~£Jb5' ·:' . ., . '" 
in the Counselling Centre, UC5000 ~1 
-y~ 
. ~ 
-
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Stavely Awards· Dinner 
honours arts students 
BY MARK CLUETT 
Making the dean's list is no small feat 
for any student. Making it eight times 
in row - now, that's Stavely good. 
The Stavely Awards Dinner, held 
this year on Feb 23, honours arts facul-
ty, students, and staff for their achieve-
ments. However, the top prize is the 
Michael Stavely Award. 
The award is presented to those un-
dergraduate arts students who made 
the dean's list eight consecutive times. 
It is named after Michael Stavely, the 
former dean of arts who started the 
dean's list over 20 years ago. 
"This award recognizes an extraor-
dinary accomplishment. .. . These are 
students who not only performed at a 
top level but were able to maintain that 
performance on a consistent basis year 
after year," said MUN VP Research 
Chris Loomis in a press release. 
This year's recipients were Andrew 
Collins, Michael Collins, Amy Flight, 
Gregory Harris, Marc Hollett, 
William Oxford, Andrew Snelgrove, 
and Jordan Wright. 
Stavely attended the dinner and was 
pleased with how the dean's list has 
grown since its inception. 
UNIVERSITY RELATIONS 
Dean of Arts Stephen Wolinetz with award-winner Susan Marie Otten-
heimer 
"The first year we had 23 or 25 stu-
dents on the list. This year, there are 
about 280 with no significant increase 
in the number of students," he said. 
Other award winners included 
sociology instructor Susan Marie 
Ottenheimer. She received the Dean's 
Award for Excellence in Teaching for 
her dedication to teaching and her 
rapport with her students. 
Gander weathers storm 
of outsourcing · 
Dismantled weather 
office to return to 
. province 
BY KATIE HYSLOP 
"If you don't like the weather in 
Newfoundland, wait five minutes" is 
a common expression in this prov-
ince. Now, politicians and local ac-
tivists are hoping to adapt this say-
ing to "If you don't like the weather 
forecast for Newfoundland, wait a few 
months." 
The new federal government is tak-
ing steps towards keeping its cam-
paign promise of returning weather 
forecasting to Gander, Newfoundland 
and Labrador. 
"Newfoundland, as I think anyone 
would tell you, has unique weather 
forecasting issues that [the province] 
experiences and this government re-
alizes that," said Ryan Sparrell, asso-
ciate director of communications for 
federal Minister of the Environment 
Rona Ambrose. 
Both Ambrose and Newfoundland 
and Labrador MP Loyola Hearn sup-
port reinstating the office and are due 
to make an announcement concern-
ing how and when its return will take 
place within the next two weeks. 
The Public Service Alliance of 
Canada (PSAC), one of the largest 
unions in the country, has submit-
ted a proposal to the federal govern-
ment with suggestions for reinstating 
weather forecasting. 
"We encouraged the federal gov-
ernment to bring back marine fore-
casting [as] step one. We couldn't 
bring it all back at the one time be-
cause you're moving people around 
and they've got families in school and 
things like that," said Patrick Dwyer, 
director of the non-treasury board of 
PSAC's Atlantic region. 
"If they wanted to get marine fore-
casting up and running, it would take 
seven days and seven people to do. 
. .. You're looking at a total of 25 jobs. 
Right now, there's only six there." 
Dwyer also suggests that the weath-
er centre recruit science and math stu-
dents from Memorial to enrol in the 
meteorologist program at Dalhousie 
University, intending to work in 
Gander. 
He believes meteorologists from the 
rest of Canada would be more willing 
to take temporary work in Gander if 
they knew Newfoundlanders could re-
place them in a few years. 
In addition to commissioning the 
proposal, Dwyer also started last sum-
mer's petition to return the weather 
office to Gander. He acquired 125,202 
signatures in 79 days, including signa-
tures from Premier Danny Williams, 
St John's Mayor Andy Wells, then-op-
position leader Stephen Harper, and 
NDP leader Jack Layton. 
"As far as we know, it's the larg-
est petition that was ever done in 
Newfoundland and Labrador," said 
Dwyer. 
The previous federal government 
divided and moved the Gander weath-
er office in 2004, sending public and 
marine forecasting to Dartmouth, 
Nova Scotia, and aviation forecast-
ing to Montreal, Quebec. Lack of tech-
nology in the province was cited as the 
reason behind the move . 
"It's always funny that when it's 
technology it can be done from the 
mainland better than it can anywhere 
else," said Gander Mayor Claude 
Elliott. 
Elliott says Environment Canada 
has been trying to move the Gander 
weather office for close to 40 years -
first to St John's, then to the main-
land. 
"The government designed Gander 
to fail," said Dwyer. "They've been try-
ing to close it down for years, so what 
they did was they moved mainlanders 
into the [weather office] ... so, natural-
ly, if those people had any opportuni-
ty to move home, they would." 
Forecasts from Dartmouth are fre-
quently inaccurate, which has prov-
en dangerous during the winter 
months. At least nine snowmobil-
ers in Newfoundland and Labrador 
have gone missing this winter due to 
snowstorms, only seven of whom were 
found. 
This winter has been especially un-
usual. December and January were rel-
atively snow-free, but the province re-
ceived a record snowfall in February. 
"We know that the weather pattern 
changes dramatically coming across 
the gulf and we need the people here 
to get it more accurate once it reaches 
land on our side," said Elliott. 
"We feel for safety reasons that we 
need it back here, because most peo-
ple in Newfoundland have to travel at 
great lengths to get to medical facili-
ties to get tests done." 
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Two students jailed after inter-province pub crawl 
Two arrested, 25 miss 
bus 
BY WILLIAM WOLFE-WYLIE 
SACKVILLE, N.B. (CUP) - Ninety-
ei_ght students from Mount Allison 
University made the trek from New 
Brunswick to Halifax on Saturday 
night. Twenty-seven of them were 
left behind and two of them spent the 
night in jail. 
Jared Sargent and Ian Hamilton, 
both third-year students, were fined 
$11i.50 each and spent Saturday night 
in police custody in Halifax. 
Two buses were hired to bring the 
Bennett House Pub Crawl to Halifax. 
The first was only for residents of the 
house and all of them returned home 
safely. 
The second bus was hired for 
Bennett alumni, but also included 
alumni from Trueman House and 
friends of alumni. Only half of those 
traveling on the second bus returned 
to Sackville that evening. 
According to Matt Cail, president 
of Bennett House, it was only alumni 
who were in charge of organizing the 
second bus. They hired and filled the 
second bus and then followed the orig-
inal bus of Bennett residents. 
Both buses were scheduled to stop 
in Truro before moving on to bars The 
Split Crow and then to Peddlers. At 
Peddlers, the chaos allegedly began. 
Two alumni are alleged to have as-
saulted the bouncer at Peddlers and 
were forced to leave the bar. The pub 
crawl, nicknamed "Bennett Gets 
Busted," then moved on to The Palace 
in downtown Halifax. 
Details of the evening are hazy, for 
obvious reasons, and nobody who was 
there is completely sure of the series 
of events that led to their being kicked 
out of the bar. 
"I was thrown out of the bar for 
WHEN 
H&R BLOCK 
Police escort Jared Sargent to a nearby cruiser. 
no reason," said Sargent. "Literally, 
thrown, like Jazz from Fresh Prince." 
According to Sargent, a confron-
tation with police ensued outside the 
bar as he tried to return for his hat and 
coat. Then, he and a friend went to get 
pizza before returning to the bus. 
"On the way back to the bus from 
the pizza corner, we had to walk by the 
same cops again. As we did, I muttered 
'fucking douchebag' under my breath. 
Well, I guess he heard me, because he 
asked me what I said. I looked him 
straight in the eye and said 'I called 
you a fucking douchebag' and that's 
when I got cuffed," said Sargent. 
Hamilton, the other student to 
spend the night in police custody, 
convinced the officer to take him in 
as well so that Sargent would not have 
CUP 
to spend the night alone. 
"I saw Jared on the sidewalk with 
cuffs on and realized that he didn't 
have anything on him but his pass-
port, so like a good friend and room-
mate I began to tell the police offi-
cer that if he was taking Jared, he 
had to take me too," said Hamilton. 
"Basically, I was being a dick, but I 
had to make sure Jared was going to 
be alright." 
There were 25 other students who 
were left behind. Many of them spent 
the night at friends' houses or in ho-
tel rooms. 
According to Cail, all people in-
volved in the pub crawl were advised 
of the time the buses would be leav-
ing to return to Sackville and the bus-
es waited an extra half-hour for stu-
dents to return. 
"We just offered a service to get 
I was thrown out of the 
bar for no reason. Liter-
ally, thrown, like Jazz 
from Fresh Prince. 
- Jared Sargent, drunken 
partier 
them to Halifax and offered a list of 
suggested bars," said Cail, adding that 
the time the buses were scheduled to 
leave was announced prior to the de-
parture from Sackville as well as on 
the bus upon arrival. 
Several people who were on the 
crawl noted that many of the bars 
communicated with each other to ban 
the Bennett House event from their es-
tablishments. Since many of the par-
tiers were wearing blue T-shirts with a 
logo printed on them, they were read-
ily identifiable and were barred entry 
on several occasions. 
According to one student who was 
on the tour, several of the students 
on the second bus used it as a way to 
get to Halifax and then spent the rest 
of the evening with friends who lived 
in the area. 
Since events such as the Bennett 
House pub crawl occur off campus 
and are organized by students, they 
are not subject to regulations and ap-
proval by the university. 
Students, let H&R Block do your taxes for $29.95t and you can enter for a chance to win a CD library.* Get great value 
and a chance to win some great new music featuring artists like Jack Johnson and Hawthorne Heights. Walk in with 
your taxes, walk out with money plus a chance to win, today at H&R Block. 
Go to rockwithblock.ca for more information. 
Come in today or call 1- 0 
-
BL CK 
tTo qualify, student must present either (i) a T2202a documenting 4 or more months of full time attendance at a college or university during 2005 or (ii) a valid high school identification card. Expires June 30, 2006. Valid only at participating H&R Block locations in Canada. *NO 
PURCHASE NECESSARY. Purchase of H&R Block products or services will not increase your chances of winning. To piay without purchase, see official rules. Odds of winning vary based on participation. Begins 3/6/06 and ends 5/15/06. Open to legal residents of Canada (excluding 
Quebec residents) who are 13 or older and were full-time students for four or more months during 2005 at a high school, college or university in either St. John's, Newfoundland, Sydney, Nova Scotia, Fredericton, New Brunswick or Sudbury, Ontario. Skill testing question required 
for award of prizes. There will be 4 random draws to award 5 prizes each for a total 01 20 prizes. Each draw will consist of the eligible entries of full-time students attending high school, college or university in one of the following cities: St. John's, Newfoundland; Sydney, Nova 
Scotia; Fredericton, New Brunswick; and Sudbury, Ontario. Participation subject to official rules available at www.rockwithblock.ca Void in Quebec and where prohibited. 
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President Incumbant Katherine Giroux-Bongard 
Hi. I'm Katherine Giroux-Bougard and 
for the 2006-2007 year, I'll be serving 
as President of the ·MUN Students' 
Union. I'm pleased to be able to fill this 
position and look forward to working 
with you in the coming months. 
For the last year, I've been the 
Union's Vice President Academic, 
assisting students with academic ap-
peals and representing students' con-
cerns on various University commit-
tees. In this capacity, I've met many 
students and have learned how hard 
they are working to balance school, 
work, and their lives. This experience 
has made it clear to me just how im-
portant the Students' Union is: the ser-
vices it provides and the advocacy role 
it plays have an impact on students 
lives everyday. 
We're winning on many fronts in 
Newfoundland and Labrador: our 
tuition fees are among the lowest in 
the country and government has re-
cently announced $90 million in new 
post-secondary education funding. 
Our Union, together with our sister 
students' unions who are also mem-
bers of the Canadian Federation of 
Students, played an instrumental role 
in these fights. But there is still work 
to be done. 
In the coming year, I am looking 
forward to addressing a number of 
pressing issues. Specifically, my pri-
orities include: 
- working with each political par-
ty in advance of the coming pro-
vincial election to ensure that their 
election platforms address students' 
concerns, including student aid and 
tuition fees; 
- working with the University to 
ensure that new government funding 
is spent where students need it - im-
proving labs and facilities, expanding 
library acquisitions, and hiring more 
tenured faculty; 
- finding more student space on 
campus and guaranteeing that the 
space is accessible to students with 
disabilities; 
- improving life for residence stu-
dents by lobbying government to 
include MUN in the Residential 
Tenancies Act and by lobbying MUN 
administrators to build additional ac-
VP External Candidate Stella Magalios 
Hi, my name is STELLA MAGALI OS 
and I'm running for Vice President 
External of OUR STUDENTS' 
UNION. 
Over the last year, I have gained 
valuable experience as an active 
member of the Students' Union 
Council and many of its committees, 
including the campaigns and wom-
en's committees. I have worked on 
campaigns to improve working con-
ditions for students, to increase the 
visibility of students' issues during 
the federal election, and to extend 
medical coverage to international 
students. During this time, I have 
learned that the most important part 
of organizing a campaign is making 
the issues relevant to as many stu-
dents as possible. We need to work 
together if we're going to be success-
ful and I think that my approach of 
talking with - rather than talking at 
- students is the way to ensure that 
all our voices are heard. 
There are a number of issues that 
need urgent attention from our stu-
dents' union and that I wish to ad-
dress in the coming year: 
1. The Provincial Election 
During the next 12 months politi-
cal parties will be deciding on their 
election platforms. Students need to 
ensure that our concerns - reducing 
tuition fees and fixing student aid, 
for example - are addressed. 
2. Living Conditions for Residence 
Students 
We need to include MUN in the 
Residential Tenancies Act so stu-
dents in residence have basic rights as 
tenants. Right now, if plumbing gets 
clogged, locks break, or power goes 
out, MUN doesn't have to fix it. 
3. Metrobus Service 
Many students' unions have nego-
tiated with local bus services for bet-
ter rates and more routes. By working 
with them, and learning from their 
experience, we can do the same thing 
for the St. Joh'n's-Mount Pearl area. 
4. University Funding 
In July last year, the government 
announced it would provide $90 mil-
VP External Candidate Chad Griffiths 
A great VP-External musrbe willing 
to tell it like it is, to be honest with stu-
dents. With that said, let me be frank 
and say that our union is anything but 
united. The student movement is any-
thing but moving. 
This election most will not vote, 
about 11,000 of the 13,000 members 
(students) in the union, in fact. It's 
a problem. It's also a symptom. It's a 
symptom of a union that has failed 
to reach out to its membership and 
has failed to gain your trust, to spark 
your interest - to convince you we 
can effectively tackle our student is-
sues. Many don't know where our of-
fice is. 
There are reasons for this. Terry 
McDonald's infamous, "three dollar" 
dismissal as VP-External (which I was 
a vocal opponent of) has muted the 
union's public voice, isolating stu-
dents. There was no communication. 
It hurt our unity. 
And there are plenty of needs to be 
addressed. Despite our province's eco-
nomic upswing, the government has 
failed recognize the benefit an edu-
cated population with low debt has 
on development. Students from our 
rural areas, like myself, end up ow-
ing $15,000 more, just because of ge-
ography. Grants to student's based on 
needs are necessary. 
Many students know the problems 
facing us, but more outreach is need-
ed to bring these issues to ahead. Like 
that face we shoulder $32,000 in debt, 
and that the ones from this province 
are forced to move away because of it. 
Nursing, social work, and education 
students are mad. Traditionally fe-
male sectors do not provide paid work 
terms. International students are mad. 
They are treated as 2nd class citizens 
by discriminatory policies. Arts and 
science students are mad. Their facul-
ties are being ignored by the universi-
ty as classroom and lab sizes balloon 
and instruction degrades. Students 
are mad. It's a great first step. 
The solutions to these problems will 
not be reached without a more unified 
student body. 
It won't be easy. Not anyone can do 
it. I have the experience, ability, and 
above all, commitment to make it hap-
cessible residence rooms; 
- improving Students' Union servic-
es, especially the food court and the 
health and dental plans; and 
- developing a five-year plan for the 
Students' Union that addresses priori-
t ies for services and campaigns. 
I'm very excited about the year 
ahead and looking forward to work-
. ing with you to advance our common 
interests. Our Union only works when 
we're working together. I encourage 
you to take the time to get involved in 
campaigns on campus in the coming 
year, participate in Students' Union 
events, and avail of our many servic-
es. 
In student solidarity, 
Katherine 
lion in new funds to MUN and the 
public college. These funds need to be 
allocated in the best interests of stu-
dents: improving labs and facilities, 
hiring faculty - especially in facul-
ties hardest hit by past cuts, and re-
storing the library budget for books 
and journals. 
In addition to these key priorities, 
I want to work to extend basic med-
ical coverage to international stu-
dents, to create more student space 
on campus, and improve Students' 
Union services - especially the food 
court. 
On March 14 and 15 VOTE 
STELLA MAGALIOS FOR VP 
EXTERNAL. 
pen. I have been an organizer for three 
years, and now sit on the MUNSU 
council as an Arts representative. I 
was a communication coordinator 
during the federal election, creating 
media opportunities for student issues 
to be heard. I've negotiated to bring 
FairTrade products to MUN. I've ap-
peared countless times in media, rep-
resenting groups, like MUNSU. For 
this job, I am qualified. 
Voting in this election will show 
that student's care. Voting for me 
means you agree that efforts to 
strengthen unity and raise our pub-
lic imagine will benefit all students -
that you trust me to unify the union 
and to get the student movement 
again moving. 
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VP Internal Candidate Stephanie Power 
Hi, my name is Stephanie Power 
and I am running for VP Internal in 
the Student Union election. 
Over the past two years I have be-
come an active member of not only 
MUNSU and campus societies, but 
Paton College as well, as a current 
R.A of Hatcher House. My involve-
ment with numerous student activ-
ities at MUN has provided me with 
a perspective of all of the various 
aspects of student life. Should I be 
elected, I intend to assert myself as 
a proactive member of the MUNSU 
council. 
As VP Internal I will work for 
students on issues and activities to 
make student life exciting and ful-
filling: 
- Residence life: My experience in 
residence life has allowed me to real-
ize the unique needs of students who 
live on campus and because of this, 
I am capable of viewing these issues 
from their perspective. If elected 
VP Internal, I would strongly fight 
for the right of the men of Doyle to 
maintain their position in one of 
the only remaining all-male resi-
dences in Canada, if not only for 
their own personal preferences, but 
for cultural and religious reasons as 
well. I will also work with the gov-
ernment to amend the Residential 
Tenancies Act to include residence 
students and ensure that your rights 
are protected. 
- Increased communication for 
campus groups: As co-president of 
the HKR society, I understand the 
difficulties in creating a rapport be-
tween members and intend to sug-
gest monthly meetings for society/ 
club members to encourage open 
lines of communication. 
- More space for students: As VP 
Internal, I will act to increase the 
available event and lounge space on 
campus for students to allow bet-
ter accessibility to leisure activities, 
studying areas, and space for off-
campus students to relax between 
classes. 
- Campus events and Winter 
Carnival: As an experienced mem-
ber of MUNSU and as HKR rep, I 
intend to recommend more chari-
ty events on campus, such as food 
drives, and more funding for var-
sity athletes. I have also been in-
volved in the Winter Carnival 
Committee, and understand the 
need for increased club and society 
involvement, improved impartiality 
amongst judges, and a greater fre-
quency of wet/dry events through-
out the year. 
- Accessibility on campus: My 
involvement with the Student 
Disability Committee has brought 
to my attention the severe acces-
sibility issues across campus and 
VP Internal Candidate Tony Ingram 
Tony Ingram has worked in the 
MUNSU office as the student or-
ganization coordinator for three 
terms in a row. During this time 
not only has he experienced the 
operation of the MUNSU office in 
general but had the opportunity 
to shadow the current VP inter-
nal. Through this position Ingram 
has worked with the majority of 
the about So clubs and societies 
on campus, organizing events and 
activities, as well as helping var-
ious clubs with their individual 
concerns. His experience of be-
ing president of MUNMoves for 
two years provides him with a per-
spective on the issues that many 
clubs and societies have to deal 
with. 
Having lived in the Sir Wilfred 
Grenfell College residence, 
Burtons Ponds apartments, and . 
off-campus housing, Ingram can 
relate to the particular needs of 
a student living environment. 
Finishing a degree in Behavioural 
Neuroscience in April, and re-
turning to finish a minor in 
Biochemistry in the fall, he has 
experience to identify with a stu-
dent 's busy lifestyle. 
As VP internal, Ingram has ex-
tensive plans to revamp the orga-
nization of the union's internal 
resources. Improved communica-
tion between the students and the 
executive, as well as between clubs 
and societies is an essential fac-
tor in this reorganization. Ingram 
promises more social events, more 
mixers, and more club and soci-
ety expos each term. The acqui-
sition of space for clubs and soci-
eties is a main concern, Ingram 
will also make the most of the 
economic avenues of the st udent 
union, including each department 
of the University Cent re. Efforts 
will be made to ensure that The 
Breezeway reaches its full poten-
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I am determined to resolve these 
problems, within Paton College ar-
eas as well as within the education-
al facilities. 
Currently I am an active mem-
ber of the Women's Resource 
Centre, the Women's Committee, 
the Elections Committee, the 
Scholarship Committee, the Co-
op Committee, and the Student 
Innovation Committee and this 
familiarity with the many aspects 
of student life has made me an ide-
al candidate for VP Internal. I un-
derstand the need of the off- and 
on-campus students of Memorial 
University to have a representative 
who will take action and move to 
competently undertake the wide va-
riety of issues that affect students 
daily. On election day, consider a 
candidate that will represent all stu-
dent voices. Vote Stephanie Power 
for VP INTERNAL. 
tial. 
The importance of student life 
has been under-minded, and ef-
forts will be strongly directed on 
events such as orientation and 
winter carnival. The means for 
more student input on the orga-
nization of these events, especial-
ly the carnival, will be provided 
for residence executives and gen-
eral students alike. Orientation 
will call attention to the vastly 
u nderut ilized clubs and societ-
ies of MUN. 
And that's about all you need to 
know, except for my intent to con-
quer Earth ... 
2006 
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MUNSU election induces yawns 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
No holds 
barred for can-
celled classes 
This letter is in response to a pre-
vious letter to the editor regarding 
Team Canada's recent gold medal win 
in curling ("Curling a lousy excuse 
for cancelled classes" in The Muse, 
Volume 56, Issue 19). 
I don't know about you, but to me 
there is no such thing as a lousy excuse 
for cancelled classes. Ifl just drove 
from Clarenville to catch a class and 
found out it was cancelled, I would 
still be happy. 
I live in the deep, dark depths of 
Paradise and it also takes me 20 min-
utes or more to get to MUN. I really 
don't consider the gas-dollar amount 
it costs me to get here because, frank-
ly, who cares. And, if people are pay-
ing three bucks for parking, they are 
getting ripped off. Last time I checked, 
two-dollar parking costs two dollars. 
If the money issue doesn't bother 
you, then stop crying about it. We all 
pay for buses, cabs, or gas in our cars 
and, yes, tuition on top ofit. We would 
have had to come to class anyway - it's 
not like we are in debt because it got 
cancelled. 
What would you have done with 
all that money saved had you stayed 
home? Ordered a meal of the day? 
Anyone who has "skipped a few 
classes" in his day would be able to say 
he has had some pretty lame excus-
es for missing class. Let's see, "I slept 
in" or "I was supporting a Canadian 
Olympic team of Newfoundlanders 
as they won gold." Which is the lam-
er excuse? 
I know that not everyone watch-
es curling, but that's not the point: 
Closing the schools was a symbol of 
support on behalf of Newfoundland 
and Labrador. We were letting the 
team know we are proud of them. 
This gold medal win is an in-
spiration to all of the athletes in 
Newfoundland and Labrador, not just 
curlers. It provides new hopes and 
dreams, proving that anything is pos-
sible. 
If you don't think that supporting a 
group of Canadians - and a group of 
Newfoundlanders at that - is a good 
enough reason to miss a few classes, 
then you need to pull your head out 
of your ass-ignments and learn what 
pride is. 
Evan Burt 
Cupid's death 
insulting ... 
kind of 
After reading Mr McGee's previous 
two comics and the letters regard-
ing them, we expected McGee or the 
editor to finally back away from reli-
gious themes. 
However, we opened up the 
Distractions page in The Muse 
(Volume 56, Issue 18) to find not one, 
but two comics - "Neurotic" and 
"Unlikely Textures" - brazenly deal-
ing with our favourite member of 
the Roman pantheon, Cupid. 
Taking their disrespect a step fur-
ther, both of these comics portrayed 
the death of Cupid - at the hands of 
mortals, no less. 
This is a grave insult to us. To mock 
a fictional character such as Jesus 
is one thing, but to blatantly attack 
Cupid - a god who spreads love and 
whose only flaw is that he wears a 
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diaper - well, that's blasphemy, pure 
and simple. Good luck finding or 
maintaining love in your lives now 
that you have displeased the only 
one who could help you. 
(Incidentally, we love the comics. 
Keep up the good work, guys.) 
Andy Nosey and Drew Fussy 
Mugford 
wastes space, 
paper, breath 
Last week, Alex Mugford wrote a 
letter to the editor explaining how 
it boils his blood that many class-
es were cancelled so students could 
watch Brad Gushue's gold med-
al curling match at the Olympics 
("Curling a lousy excuse for can-
celled classes" in The Muse Volume 
56, Issue 19). 
Meanwhile, Mugford was talk-
ing so far through his ass that all we 
got from his article was hypocrisy. 
So, for your dining pleasure, we give 
you grilled Mugford with a side of 
sauce - in point form. 
Mugford said: "J enjoy an ear-
ly weekend as much as the next stu-
dent." 
No you don't or you wouldn't 
have written this pathetic article. 
Mugford: "When I go to class and 
see a note saying it's cancelled due 
to a teacher's illness, I give a mighty 
cheer, sympathize, and move on." 
So, you would rather see someone 
sick than someone on the curling 
rink. You asshole - we ought to give 
you the triple takeout. 
Mugford: "20 minutes of highway 
driving ... seven dollars' worth of gas, 
plus three bucks for parking ... it's 
not even the money that bothers me." 
Twenty minutes of highway driv-
ing? That means you might live in 
CBS! People make that drive all the 
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Mark Cluett 
time. Seven dollars of gas? We're go-
ing to have to take a price check on 
that one unless you fill up your car 
with supreme gas made of golden 
nuggets or drive a Ford Expedition. 
Three bucks for parking? Now, we 
ain't no math majors, but we're pret-
ty sure we can save you a buck if you 
parked in two-dollar parking. Then 
again, it's not the money that both-
ers you. 
Mugford: "Hell, I've even inten-
tionally skipped a few classes in my 
day." 
Cough ... hypocrite ... cough. 
Mugford: "I think it is absolutely 
fantastic that we won." 
How' d you know that? Surely you 
weren't watching the curling match 
when there was your precious edu-
cation to be had? 
Mugford: "But, when it gets in 
the way of people's education, some-
where in the back of my skull I get the 
f eeling that something isn't right." 
Do you get that same feeling 
in your thick skull when you skip 
classes? 
Mugford: "It was wrong and irre-
sponsible to cancel schools and class-
es. " 
But, doing it on your own time is 
best kind, is it? Reread our answer 
to Point 4. 
Mugford: ''Am I alone on this?" 
Yes you are, not unlike 
Valentine's Day, Christmas, your 
birthday, Tuesday . .. well, you know 
what the calendar looks like. 
Mugford: "Mugford" 
Your name is Mugsy, yiss! 
Checkmate! 
In short, Alex Mugford (Mugsy) 
wasted 81 square centimetres by 
bitching and moaning about his 
own hypocrisy and self-contra-
diction. A big hizzah to Team 
Gushue on Olympic gold and a 
huge Boourns to Mugsy on being an 
Olympic-calibre asshole. Thank you. 
This filet of Alex Mugford was 
brought to you by: 
Steve Sharpe and Mike Dawe 
PS: Nick McGee 3:16 
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hat's the deal 
with seals? 
I love clubs and I love seals and 
·Paul McCartney Danny Williams vs 
BY ALEX BILL 
A sentiment I've heard from some people 
recently is that Mark David Chapman 
shot the wrong Beatie. After watching 
Larry King Live on Friday night I'm in-
clined to agree. 
While Danny Williams did a good 
job representing the province, it might 
have been wrong to take part in such a 
farce in the first place. 
Larry King gave "Lady Heather Mills 
and Sir Paul McCartney" a half-hour 
to speak before he even let "Danny" on 
the show. Once Danny did appear, it 
was chaos. 
When Heather Mills McCartney 
wasn't interrupting Danny, she was 
making nasty faces. All the while, Paul 
sat back looking like Zoolander with his 
face full of Botox. 
When Larry King began to talk, CNN 
aired clips provided by The Humane 
Society, all of whitecoat harp seals, 
which happen to be illegal to hunt. 
Most amusing was when Paul 
McCartney forgot where· he was. 
When Williams invited the couple to 
come to Newfoundland and Labrador, 
McCartney insisted he was already here, 
only to be reminded he was actually in 
Prince Edward Island. 
It wasn't all bad, though. Paul's high 
points occurred when he confused 
Antarctica with the Arctic and when 
he informed us all that whale-watch-
ing was one of Canada's most success-
ful industries. Meanwhile, Heather 
Mills McCartney- at her best - not-
ed with determination that it was cold 
in Canada during the wintertime and 
compared the seal hunt to the African 
apartheid. 
Unfortunately, the McCartneys did 
use misleading facts about the hunt that 
the uninformed viewer might have be-
lieved. 
First, the majority of seals in 
Newfoundland and Labrador are shot, 
not clubbed. The same might not be true 
of the hunt on the St Lawrence, but that's 
how it goes here. 
Second, Heather Mills McCartney 
claimed that the seal hunt accounts for 
less than five per cent of sealers' annu-
al income. If $10,000 to $20,000 is less 
than five per cent of a sealer's income -
which would mean sealers make more 
than cabinet ministers in Ottawa - I'm 
dropping out and joining the hunt right 
now. 
The third correction is that we do not 
hunt baby seals. The law in Canada is 
that a seal cannot be killed until it is 
weaned from its mother. At this point, 
the seal has lost its white coat and is en-
tirely on its own. 
Unfortunately, the primary purpose 
of the seal hunt is fur, but convincing 
consumers to stop purchasing fur is a 
more effective approach than trying to 
stop the harvesters. 
Seals are also used for meat, oils, aph-
rodisiacs, pharmaceuticals, and even 
handicrafts. North Atlantic Biopharma, 
a company that until recently operated 
out of Memorial, is now developing a 
product based on seal oil that will help 
feed patients with difficulty digesting 
essential nutrients. 
However, I don't agree with the argu-
ment that the seal hunt is so enshrined 
in our heritage that it must continue. 
All the while, Paul 
sat back looking like 
Zoolander with his 
face full of Botox. 
Cultures often evolve and traditions of-
ten die. I do, however, believe the seal 
hunt is a humane animal harvest, espe-
cially when compared to the harvests of 
cows, pigs, chickens, mink, or other an-
imals used for fur that spend their lives 
When Williams invit-
ed the couple to come 
to Newfoundland and 
Labrador, McCart-
ney insisted he was 
already here, only to 
be reminded.he was 
actually in PEI. 
in captivity. 
The end result is that neither side 
has budged and neither side will 
budge. Misinformed animal activists 
will never stop protesting the hunt and 
Newfoundlanders will never stop hunt-
ing seals. So, why should we even pay at-
tention anymore? 
Misinformed animal 
activists will never 
stop protesting the 
hunt and Newfound-
landers will never 
stop hunting seals. So, 
why should we even 
pay attention any-
more? 
The animal rights movement has 
waned since its peak in the 1970s. 
Although Williams was smart not to 
hide from its accusations, we will only 
help these groups by giving them more 
attention. For that reason, I have decid-
ed this will be the last article I ever write 
on the seal hunt. 
So, next time a foolish celebrity de-
cides to visit the ice flows, let them. If 
anything, they'll make the seals think 
we're friendly and that will only make 
them easier to kill. 
BY JUANITA KING 
Since last Friday, almost everyone 
on campus has been bitching about 
the McCartneys' appearance on 
Larry King Live and the ex-Beatle's 
view on the seal hunt. 
Most people fail to realize that 
Paul McCartney has been an animal 
rights activist for years. The only 
It is unfortunate that 
our capitalist culture 
cares less about inno-
cent living things and 
more about making a 
buck. 
reason people care what he thinks 
now is because they jumped on the 
"Save a seal, shoot Paul McCartney" 
bandwagon. Give me a break. 
It is unfortunate that our capital-
ist culture cares less about innocent 
living things and more about mak-
ing a buck. I think it is great that 
the McCartneys are standing up for 
something they believe in. 
People say that the McCartneys 
are not from Newfoundland and 
Handicrafts are point-
less. They are things 
you buy for your great 
aunt that sit on her 
shelf and pick up dust. 
therefore they must not under-
stand the true importance of the 
seal hunt. But, I am proof that 
where you grow up doesn't deter-
mine what you believe in - I am a 
rural Newfoundlander, born and 
raised. Many of my relatives hunt 
seals and most of my family has re-
lied on the fishery for employment. 
Our premier is right 
- seeing blood isn't 
pleasant or nice. 
Killing animals for 
greedy consumption 
in a world full of al-
ternatives is senseless. 
Despite this, I remain adamantly 
against the hunt. 
Contrary to popular belief, ani-
mal rights activists are not against 
the seal hunt because the seals 
are cute. We are against all ani-
mal cruelty, whether it be the pig 
used for your breakfast bacon or 
the crocodile used to make a de-
signer purse. 
Killing any animal for industries 
such as fur, leather, handicrafts, and 
omega-3 oil capsules (read: seal 
products) is completely pointless. 
We really don't need three of those 
things: fur coats, leather, or hand-
icrafts. Meanwhile, omega-3 fatty 
acids can be found in many other 
foods besides seal oil. There are nu-
merous humane alternatives to all 
of these products. 
Fur and leather are two industries 
that reek of pointlessness. There are 
many fabrics people can wear which 
are made without any animals be-
ing hurt for the vain sake of fash-
ion. Everything you wear can be 
made without using animals and 
most brand names offer products 
made entirely of synthetic fabrics. 
Not being able to find humane al-
ternatives is no excuse for wearing 
clothes made from fur or leather. 
Aside from using seal pelts for fur 
and leather, seal meat is also pro-
cessed and used to feed the grow-
ing number of mink and fox farms 
- another aspect of Newfoundland's 
repulsive fur industry. 
Handicrafts are even more point-
less. They are things you buy for 
your great aunt that sit on her shelf 
and pick up dust. They are unnec-
essary. 
Seal oil capsules for omega-3 fatty 
acids are also inessential. Omega-3 
can be obtained from a wide range 
of foods; flaxseed oil is very rich 
. in both omega-3 and omega-6 fat-
ty acids. It amazes me that people 
still buy seal oil capsules for omega-
3 when it is available from so many 
other humane sources. 
The following is an excerpt from 
the Canadian government's web-
site: 
"The killing of any animals, 
whether they are domesticated or 
wild, is never pleasant .... In this 
sense, hunting seals is not funda-
mentally different from the exploi-
tation of livestock." 
Premier Danny Williams used 
this same brainless argument on 
Larry King Live: 
"If you go into a beef slaughter-
house or a pork slaughterhouse or a 
chicken slaughterhouse and you put 
white sheets down on the floor, well 
then you're going to see blood. And 
that's not nice and that's not pleas-
ant," he said. 
Our premier is right - it isn't 
pleasant or nice. Killing animals 
for greedy consumption in a world 
full of alternatives is senseless. 
Newfoundlanders are known for 
being nice - it only makes sense to 
be nice to every living creature. It 
is as simple as considering humane 
alternatives. 
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MOUTH OFF 
What are your 
thoughts on the 
whole McCartney 
versus Williams 
debacle on Larry 
King Live? 
BY JOHN RIETI AND 
PATRICK SAVARD-WALSH 
Itxnade ~,fool of Paul.·" . . , 
McCaftney and hi& wUei, ... · ... ,· 
rt'hey we.fejust.in. iff~r a . 
Pho.td op. . .... "' . . .. 
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US movies force out Cana._____a 
MORE PRICKS THAN KICKS 
BY DEVON WELLS 
The Oscars are over and Hollywood 
has finished its applause for anoth-
er year. Yeah, it was a little dull and 
predictable, but damn it felt good 
to see a Canuck onstage dolling out 
thanks for Best Picture. 
That's right, the writer and direc-
tor of the big winner, Crash, is Paul 
Haggis, the Ontario native who also 
scored last year with his script for 
Million Dollar Baby. 
Say what you want about Crash -
it is a little heavy-handed and a lit-
tle na·ive - but it certainly garnered 
lots of attention. And this broad 
popularity makes me wonder why 
Canadians are so scared of their in-
digenous film industry. 
At Empire Studio 12 in the Avalon 
Mall, none of the movies play-
ing right now are Canadian. Sure, 
Capote was shot in Winnipeg and 
Ang Lee filmed Broke back Mountain 
in Alberta, but that hardly makes 
them Canadian movies. 
Throughout Europe and Asia, na-
tional movies share screens with the 
latest Hollywood blockbuster with-
out much fuss. Canada, however, is 
different; it barely notices when a lo-
cal flick passes through town unless 
it's been sanctioned by the US. 
This year, everyone flocked to 
David Cronenberg's A History Of 
Violence but snubbed Atom Egoyan's 
Where The Truth Lies. Both mov-
ies are by Canadian directors, both 
have big-name stars, and both have 
the kinky sex our national film cul-
ture has become known for. 
The only reason A History Of 
Violence took off is because it re-
ceived mad press down south. Right 
now, Canadian movies can't com-
pete with Hollywood and its glut 
of advertising. Effectively, the US 
has a cultural monopoly in North 
America. 
Elsewhere, that monopoly has 
been tainted by national screening 
regulations. When Britain intro-
duced its Cinematograph Films Act 
which required theatres to screen 
some British movies, the film indus-
try bloomed and great movies flour-
ished, including the early works of a 
guy named Alfred Hitchcock. 
Local movies don't flourish in 
Canada because we seem quite con-
tent to be America Jr. We can clear-
ly make great movies, as Haggis has 
proven. We can clearly shoot great 
pictures here, as the other two Best 
Picture nominees attest. But instead 
of doing it ourselves and develop-
ing a national movie industry that's 
relevant, we let Hollywood come to 
Canada, take our talent, and sell it 
back to us. 
If we put a quota on Canadian the-
atres that forced them to show na-
tional movies, we'd have no choice 
but to further our industry. Sure, 
we'd definitely make a bunch of crap, 
but if the cinemas are filled with 
trash no one wants to watch anyway, 
it might as well be Canadian. 
I'm not saying American movies 
should be banned up here - lots of 
them are wonderful. I am just say- . 
ing that Canada shouldn't have to 
look to the States to see a good story. 
Believe it or not, plenty of Canadian 
movies are ordinary decent stories 
- they aren't all historic epics that 
involve incest and slow-mo shots of 
sick, crying babies. 
Considering the circumstances, 
Canada has done pretty well. We 
get a lot of respect international-
ly for our small, terse, often awk-
ward dramas. It's just too bad that 
recognition doesn't carry over to 
home because Ultraviolet ties up 
the screens. 
Really though, it's a problem of 
national identity more than a prob-
lem oftaste. Nothing ties Canada to-
gether besides a loose collection of 
laws, good beer, and a love of hock-
ey. There's no national movie culture 
because there's no national culture 
period. And that's a bigger problem 
than even Cronenberg and Haggis 
can fix. 
When you forget a sex partner's name 
IN SEX WE TRUST 
BY SAM SIMIAN 
Every September and January, a new 
term begins at Memorial. The famil-
iar faces and not-so-familiar names 
always accentuate the first few days. 
While you should be congratulated 
for remembering most people, you 
will undoubtedly forget a few. 
Any embarrassment you feel is 
quadrupled if you happen to have 
slept with them. 
Don't feel so guilty. We're young 
and free and if you used protection 
you have nothing to be ashamed 
about. You shared a magical, or per-
haps a hazy, evening together and 
what's wrong with that? 
If you want to avoid the awkward-
ness, though, or you want to keep 
the door open for another run, you'll 
need to think fast and prevent your 
once-partner from knowing he or 
she wasn't good enough for their 
name to be permanently ingrained 
into your memory banks. 
Always act happily surprised to 
see them and maintain steady eye 
contact for the first two minutes 
of conversation. They may already 
think you have forgotten (or per-
haps they are struggling to remem-
ber themselves) and early signs of 
forgetfulness will be particularly 
easy to notice. 
Keep the conversation basic at 
first. Topics like school and work 
will allow you a brief moment to 
scan your memory to see if you can 
retrieve the elusive name. If that 
fails, steer the conversation towards 
points that connect you to this per-
son: mutual friends you share, the 
place where you met, or common 
"Get a jump on 
your career ... 
while working 
on your degree." 
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interests you have. 
If you're particularly daring and 
think the other person won't mind, 
you can refer to the sexual circum-
stances you shared together. This 
is only suitable for certain settings, 
though. Bringing it up in the mid-
dle of the tunnels will make you look 
like a pervert, but slowly whispering 
it at acoustic night in the bar would 
work just fine. 
Who knows, maybe you tried 
something new, like anal sex, 
shower sex, or a fantastic new posi-
tion (some discover the Hydraulic 
Jackhammer later than others). If re-
calling these memories brings you to 
the point where you screamed his or 
her name, then you've hit jackpot. 
If you feel like it's on your tongue 
but you just can't nail it down, go 
ahead and guess. You'll probably 
guess Janet instead of Janice or 
Roger instead of Ronald. If you're 
wrong but close, apologize pro-
fusely. They'll likely attribute the 
time between your encounters to 
the narrow slip-up and you'll be 
home free. 
If you have a friend around you 
can always plan ahead. On one par-
ticular trip downtown, I orchestrat-
ed a plan where I would nudge or 
step on the foot of my friend if I en-
countered a face without a name, or 
I would wink if my friend was too 
far away. My friend would then ap-
proach with introductions and ask 
for the other person's name. It would 
be said in front of me and then I 
could play along: 
"Yeah Lesley/Leo is a gymnast 
with a local club here in town. We 
met at a Spanish mixer a couple of 
weeks ago." 
They wouldn't suspect a thing. 
If you don't have a friend who can 
bail you out and none of the previ-
ous strategies will work, you are left 
with two options: End the conversa-
tion and walk away without ever ut-
tering the name or admit your fail-
ure and ask to hear it once more. I 
personally prefer the latter. 
If you walk away without men-
tioning the name or at least hinting 
at a future engagement, then they 
will instantly know something's 
up. They will likely realize you for-
got their name, but they might also 
think you forgot how you met, or 
worse, what you did in bed. 
So if all else fails, admit it. 
Apologize sincerely - after all, if 
you've been trying this hard to fig-
ure it out then you must sincere-
ly want to remember - and make 
sure they know that's all you've for-
gotten. 
When the name finally hits you, 
it will have been like you've known 
it your whole life and the shameful 
blush is due to make its appearance. 
It leaves you far more likely to have 
a repeat performance than walking 
away would, though. 
So remember, honesty pays - this 
time. 
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New algorithm swiftly solves Sudoku puzzles 
Memorial 
University of Newfoundland 
President's Award for 
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Nominate a professor for 
outstanding teaching. 
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BAKHTIYARPEER 
BY JUANITA KING 
Sudoku puzzles are all the rage around 
campus lately. Perplexed students often 
sit in the Smallwood Centre trying to 
figure out how to put nine numbers in 
nine squares appropriately. It sounds 
like a crazy waste of time and, now, it 
probably is. 
Cornell University physicist Veit 
Elser and his research group have 
been busy studying algorithms that 
can quickly solve Sudoku puzzles. 
He recently discovered an algorithm 
critical for X-ray diffraction micros-
copy. But, in doing his research, Elser 
noticed the same algorithm could also 
solve Sudoku puzzles - not just one or 
two of them, but all of them. 
Algorithms are procedures used to 
accomplish a task; they're used every-
where. Memorial computer science 
professor Manrique Mata-Montero 
says algorithms are like recipes. 
"When you bake a cake you follow a 
number of steps," he said. That process 
of baking is like an algorithm. 
Although it may seem odd that one 
algorithm can solve two very differ-
ent problems, Mata-Montero says it 
is common. 
If one problem is like another, Mata-
Montero says it is possible to apply a 
similar problem-solving process to 
both cases, even if only one answer is 
known for sure. 
"[This is] because you can relate 
them in a very precise way," he said. 
1bis concept is called reduction. 
"We can reduce one problem to an-
other. Many times, you cannot solve 
a problem A [for example], but if you 
reduce it to a problem B then you can 
solve the problem B," he said. 
"It may look totally different but, 
from a solution point [of view], if you 
solve problem B you can find a solu-
tion for your problem A." 
Elser's algorithm is known as the dif-
ference-map algorithm. It controls in-
tensities in X-rays and calculates miss-
ing phases. It also reconstructs images 
of specimens that might otherwise look 
like noise and it contains both magni-
tude and phase information. 
But, despite news of the discovery, 
the algorithm is still not available to 
the public. Mata-Montero offers a pos-
sible reason: 
"Eventually, they 
discovered the recipe to 
bake the [algorithmic] 
cake:' - Manrique Mata-
Montero, computer 
science professor 
"If you want to patent that tech-
nique, you don't publish the algo-
rithm - you use it to make a machine 
and then make money with the ma-
chine," he said. 
"There have been algorithms forcer-
tain problems that everyone knows ex-
ist, but we do not know [the algorithm] 
because certain companies are trying 
to make money." 
However, Sudoku solvers should 
note that they already use their own al-
gorithms to solve the puzzle. The trial-
and-error process is an algorithm and, 
although it may be tedious, the puzzle 
does get completed in time. 
"The point is that [Elser's] algo-
rithm is probably efficient," said Mata-
Montero. "He does it without doing 
the trial-and-error .... Who knows the 
number of observations that they had 
and, eventually, they discovered the 
recipe to bake the cake." 
Bike ambulances help 
developing countries 
BY SEAN WILKENSON 
VANCOUVER (CUP) - If you have to 
design something for a school project, 
why not give your design the potential 
to save lives? That's what Vancouver de-
signer Niki Dun did when she was a 
graduate student attending the Emily 
Carr Institute of Art and Design. 
In 2003, Dun invented the "bike am-
bulance" - a wheeled stretcher that can 
be connected to the back of a bicycle. She 
intends the bike ambulance to be used 
in villages in the developing world that 
lack infrastructure for transporting pa-
tients to hospitals. 
"The communities that the bike am-
bulance is going to are the ones that 
don't have other alternatives for emer-
gency transportation," Dun explains. 
"Right now, if someone gets hurt or in-
jured, often they're carrying them to the 
closest clinic, which can be pretty far." 
"The bike ambulance is kind of the 
next step in the evolution of transpor-
tation, for them to get people to the clin-
ics safely and faster." 
Project sustainability is a fundamen-
tal concern for Dun: "One of the impor-
tant things was to source materials that 
are available locally." 
The shock absorbers of the bike are 
made of used inner tubes, which are 
abundant in African villages. The en-
tire design conforms to the skills of the 
citizens of these villages, who, accord-
ing to Dun, are more experienced with 
bicycle mechanics than with auto me-
chanics. Thus, the intended owners of 
the ambulance bikes will be able to take 
responsibility for their upkeep. 
To test her design's effectiveness, 
Dun took a prototype to the country 
of Malawi. There, by working with lo-
cals, she fine-tuned its design. She added 
a removable cover, because in Malawian 
culture "women are sequestered be-
fore and after pregnancy, so for them 
to be transported in an open stretcher 
through the village on their way to the 
clinic was not something they want-
ed to do." 
She also changed the colour of the 
ambulance to appease upset citizens: 
The yellow she had originally used was 
the colour of the unpopular Mutharika 
governing party. 
"Learning details like that in the field 
can totally make or break a project," 
Dun said. "If we hadn't found that out, 
perhaps they would have decided not to 
use the bike ambulance and the proj-
ect would just fail - not because there 
is anything intrinsically wrong with 
the ambulance, but because of cultur-
al things." 
While the ambulance bike has thus far 
been used exclusively in Malawi, Dun is 
enthusiastic about broadening the scope 
of her project. To make this possible, she 
has started a non-profit organization 
called Design for Development, with 
the mission statement, "to work with 
communities around the globe to de-
velop meaningful and appropriate so-
lutions to real world problems." 
"While the initial project was in 
Malawi, one of my hopes with starting 
Design for Development is that we can 
continue with projects in other plac-
es," Dun said. 
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Oxfam launches campaign to further 
increased gun control locally and abroad 
BY KATHY MOULTON AND JOHN THOMAS FOR MUN 0XFAM 
Imagine a world in which buying a 
firearm was as easy as buying a ste-
reo. Imagine if only money stood 
between you and a nice, easy-to-
use handgun. 
This is the reality in many coun-
tries, including parts of North 
America. The regulations and con-
trols in place for guns and weapons 
are pathetic and many small arms 
are readily accessed by the gener-
al public. 
Small arms are weapons designed 
for personal use. They include re-
volvers and self-loading pistols, ri-
fles and carbines, assault rifles, sub-
machine guns, and light machine 
guns. 
It is the impersonal, easy-to-use 
nature that makes small arms so 
deadly - anyone can use one, any-
one can die from one. 
How much is it all 
worth? 
The small-arms trade is a lucra-
tive business. Some of the richest 
countries in the world are making 
millions annually off sales of small 
arms. The buyers of these weapons 
are the world's poorest countries. 
Rich countries are exploiting 
poorer countries with something 
that is, in the end, only detrimental 
to the development of their society. 
The variety of small arms bought 
and sold are usually military weap-
ons used by civilians. 
Those weapons aid in human 
rights violations such as random 
killings and political suppressions 
in many countries. These weapons 
are used to prevent access to med-
ical care, education, and proper-
ty. They keep the cycle of pover-
ty from breaking and stop positive 
change from taking root. They al-
low gangs to continually wield pow-
er over communities and cities. 
The uncontrolled, unregulated 
trade of small arms puts weapons 
into the wrong hands. These hands 
then commit crimes against human-
ity on a day-to-day basis. 
Not only are rich countries such 
as France, the UK, and the US mak-
ing money off poorer regions, but 
the amount of money they give back 
in aid is pitiful. This has been going 
on for the past four years. 
"If the developing world reduced 
their spending on arms by 50 per 
cent, the money saved - $11 billion 
- could be used to ensure the 100 
million children who never see the 
inside of a classroom finally get the 
opportunity to an education," said 
Bill Hynd of Oxfam Canada. 
The aid the West does give is then 
used to buy more arms. This money 
could be spent on social welfare by 
providing things such as education-
al services to children, health care, 
water sanitation, and economic de-
velopment initiatives. 
"Arms control is very much a 
development issue," said Hynd. 
"Something is seriously amiss when 
Every 
minute, 
one person 
dies from 
the use ofa 
conventional 
weapon. 
countries like the US, the UK, and 
France make more money from sell-
ing arms than they provide in de-
velopment assistance." 
By using money on small arms, 
governments are hurting their peo-
ple twice over: Once by misspending 
their country's money and twice by 
creating an unsafe, violent society 
filled with unregulated guns. 
How do countries get away with 
this unregulated trade? Well, when 
five of the biggest suppliers of small 
arms are the five permanent mem-
bers of the UN Security Council, it 
is easy to see why it continues. 
These are the powerhouse coun-
tries: France, Russia, China, the UK, 
and the US. Other countries are not 
innocent, though; they participate 
in the trade through loopholes that 
allow them to remain innocent on 
paper. 
Canada, for instance, exports 
weapons to the US knowing they 
will likely be transferred to other 
countries. The government has no 
control over the final destination of 
these supplies. 
Canada does not try to fight this 
law because it doesn't have enough 
power. Hypocritically, however, the 
US government regulates Canada's 
imports from the US. The US will 
not allow the sale of its weapons to 
Canada without knowing exactly 
where they're going. 
As well, Canadian exports go-
ing to the US classified as military 
are not subject to any controls. This 
means that no export permits need 
to be issued by government be-
feature 
fore the sale of military goods. The 
Canadian government does not have 
to report these exports in their an-
nual report. 
Who's hurting most? 
The clearest effect of small-arms 
devastation can be seen in women. 
Closely linked to domestic violence, 
the misuse of guns is felt by wom-
en all over the world and Canada is 
no exception. 
Women are traditionally the re-
cipients of violent acts, but those 
committed with guns are more 
deadly, as the wounds are more se-
vere and there is less resistance to 
the attacker. 
While statistics may show that the 
actual number of casualties from 
gun violence are predominantly 
male, women are disproportionate-
ly affected considering they almost 
never buy, own, or use guns. 
"The Coalition for Gun Control 
reported in December 2004 that be-
tween [the years of] 1974 and 2000 
firearms were the weapons used 
most often in spousal homicides. 
tture 
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Since stronger gun laws have been 
advocated, the incidence of firearm 
usage in deadly spousal attacks has 
decreased," said Kim Gill of the 
Women's Resource Centre. 
Every minute, one person dies 
from the use of a conventional 
weapon. People not involved with 
the small-arms trade or war are still 
included in that number. 
Jane Creba, a Grade 10 student 
from Toronto, is a prime example 
of this trend. She had no involve-
ment with the small-arms trade, yet 
she was killed by a bullet wound to 
the head on Dec 26 while shopping 
with her mother. 
Canada has more stories of sad 
truths. The Montreal Massacre is a 
horrible reminder of what can hap-
pen when guns get into the wrong 
hands. 
On Dec 6, 1989, Marc Lepine 
shot and killed 14 women and in-
jured a further 13 people at L'Ecole 
Polytechnique de Montreal with a 
weapon acquired legally, despite his 
history of antisocial behaviour. 
Since then, Canada has re-ex-
amined its gun laws twice - in 1991 
and again in 1995. Currently, the 
Coalition for Gun Control works 
hard to ensure the enforcement and 
effective management of guns and 
gun sales in Canada. 
Sometimes, getting a gun real-
ly is as easy as just paying for it. 
Normally, people with serious crim-
inal convictions are not permitted 
to possess guns, but this is not en-
forced in all countries. 
There has been a push to estab-
lish gun restrictions on people with 
domestic violence protection orders 
against them, but this is not yet in 
effect in many places. 
Another problem is that police 
and soldiers are not always the safe 
havens they represent. When women 
and children seek safety and securi-
ty with uniformed men, they some-
times find more of the violence they 
are trying to escape. 
Poor training combined with ex-
cessive power and control results in 
a huge potential for serious abuses 
and human rights violations by po-
lice, soldiers, and security guards. 
There is also little done to repri-
mand law enforcement officers who 
commit these crimes. They are not 
held accountable for their actions 
and have almost complete freedom 
and power. 
Women are not completely in-
nocent, however. While they might 
not use or participate actively in the 
small-arms market, they often per-
petuate the stereotype that suggests 
a man with a gun is a "real man." 
They feed gun culture by encour-
aging male gun ownership. 
What can you do? 
The control of small arms starts 
here in Canada. For this campaign, 
Oxfam has partnered with Amnesty 
International and the International 
Action Network on Small Arms. 
In June, the United Nations will 
hold a special conference to re-
view the arms trade. We want gov-
ernments to tighten the market on 
small arms out of the developed 
world into the developing world. 
The effects of uncontrolled small 
arms are devastating and the death 
toll is only growing. 
Much like the International 
Campaign to Ban Landmines, the 
Control Arms campaign asks for 
stricter arms laws to be created, fol-
lowed, and enforced by all countries 
exporting small arms. The criteria 
for this code must stem from basic 
human rights. 
On March 16, MUN Oxfam will 
set up tables in the Smallwood 
Centre to take photos and draw pic-
tures for the Control Arms cam-
paign petition. Internationally, over 
730,000 people have alr.eady added 
their faces to the campaign. With 
this extremely personal petition, 
we'll be sending a very strong mes-
March 9, 2006 
sage to the world leaders that peo-
ple everywhere, from every back-
ground, believe that small-arms 
trade should not be allowed to re-
main as it is. 
Canada was a leader for other 
governments in the anti-landmine 
campaign and we can continue in 
this tradition. Misuse of firearms 
is not something going on far away. 
We can make a difference and we 
can make it soon. 
For more information on small 
arms and the Control A rms cam-
paign, check out www.cont ro -
larms.org, www.guncontrol.ca/ 
Content/ TheCaseForGunControl. 
html, or www.oxfam. ca/ news/ 
ArmsCampaign!Release1. htm. 
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C2C Theatre returns The Zoo Story, a play 
probing social barriers, inner bubbles 
BY ANGIE BARRINGTON 
C2C Theatre is back with its second 
show of the year - an up-close and 
personal play called The Zoo Story. 
The Zoo Story is about two men 
with nothing in common who have a 
conversation in the park. One char-
acter is reading on a park bench and 
a complete stranger just walks up 
and starts talking. 
"One guy is living in a rooming 
house, down on his luck, and the 
other guy has the 2.s kids and the 
good job and a nice little house," 
said Brad Hodder, the show's di-
rector. 
"[They are] two people who would 
never have a conversation and they 
are forced into one. They cannot re-
ally have a conversation with each 
other." 
The play, written by famed play-
wright Edward Albee in 19s9, is 
a hallmark of the Theatre of the 
Absurd, but it still had trouble get-
ting off the ground. Albee shipped it 
around New York, but no one want-
ed to stage it. 
Through a long chain of connec-
tions, the play finally went off in 
Berlin. It was a huge hit and, when 
it returned to New York, it went on 
to win many Tony awards. 
"Like all good plays, it's about 
people," said Hodder. "It's about re-
lationships, about communication, 
all those wonderful themes." 
But, some troupe members were 
concerned that the play is almost 
so years old; they thought it might 
be dated. Eventually, they reached 
a consensus that the play is written 
for present day and that this present 
day happens to be in 2006. 
"Really good plays can be writ-
ten today, they could be written 100 
years ago. If they're good, they're 
good," said Hodder. 
March 9, 2006 
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"The language we use in the 'sos 
and the language we use today [is 
different], but the more we rehearsed 
it, [we liked it]. There's a reason why 
good plays ... keep getting done." 
Hodder says The Zoo Story is rel-
evant because people are afraid of 
meeting people nowadays: "We're all 
walking around with our heads in 
our BlackBerrys or our iPods. We all 
exist in these little bubbles." 
The play is very fitting for the the-
atre troupe. C2C Theatre likes to fo-
cus on plays with a minimalist set to 
showcase the actors and the human 
qualities of theatre that sometimes 
get lost in big, showy productions. 
"[The Zoo Story] is done a lot by 
companies like [us] all around the 
and Neil Butler 
get talkin' in The 
iiillliili111!1 Zoo Story . 
world - smaller companies working 
in smaller venues. All you need is a 
park bench and a place for the au-
dience to sit," said Hodder. 
C2C regular Neil Butler will per-
form the play with group newcomer 
Phil Churchill, a veteran of sketch-
comedy troupe the Dance Party 
of Newfoundland and the defunct 
band Victory Cigarettes. 
"We called these two guys up be-
cause they're both pretty funny," said 
Hodder. "We threw them into this to 
see what they came up with." 
The Zoo Story is playing at 8:00 
pm at the Masonic Temple from 
March 8 to March 12. Tickets are $15 
with a pay-what-you-can matinee 
on Sunday. 
March 9, 2006 
Chapelle keeps a beat in Dave Chapelle's Block Party. 
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Arts & Culture 
Dave Chappelle's Last Waltz 
Dave Chappelle's Block Party 
Starring Dave Chappelle, Mos Def, 
and Ahmir "?uestlove" Thompson 
Focus Features 
Rated 14A 
BY ADAM RIGGIO 
Dave Chappelle went crazy last year 
and ran away to South Africa. But, 
before he did, Comedy Central gave 
him $50 million. With that cash, he 
organized a day long block party in the 
middle of Brooklyn and invited Kan ye 
West, The Roots, Mos Def, Erykah 
Badu, Talib Kweli, C6mmon, and oth-
er stars of urban music. He also man-
aged to reunite The Fugees, a mira-
cle so incredible it may qualify him 
for sainthood. 
Dave Chappelle's Block Party is 
the film of that event. It begins with 
Chappelle wandering around his 
hometown in Ohio giving out gold-
en tickets. He even compares himself 
to Willy Wonka giving tickets - ho-
tel and transit included - to neigh-
bourhood barbers, a probation offi-
cer, a couple of hilarious teenagers, 
the Central State University march-
ing band, and an old white woman. 
You can feel his excitement that this 
once-in-a-lifetime even~ is actually 
happening. 
Naturally, a large chunk of Block 
Party is taken up by music. If you don't 
like hip-hop and soul music, you ob-
viously have not heard any of these 
performers. 
pirector Michel Gondry (Eternal 
Sunshine Of The Spotle$s Mind) ef-
fe<;:tively communicates the energy 
of the performances, the enthusiasm 
of the audience, and the sheer exhil-
aration of a concert in the middle 
of a busy street. The best set comes 
from Jill Scott, who wails like an oth-
erworldly earth mother. Props also 
go to The Roots' drummer ?uestlove, 
who hits the skins for at least 10 hours 
straight. 
But, the real star of Block Party 
is Dave Chappelle. During the par-
ty, he works the crowd, telling dirty 
jokes with Mos Def and rap battling 
an audience member with a Mr T mo-
hawk. My favourite sequence is when 
he apes James Brown's famous "Hit 
me!" He rants onstage and whenev-
er he screams that phrase, the band 
plays one note. It's a brilliant piece of 
Chappelle stand-up thankfully caught 
on film. 
We are also allowed some insight 
into Chappelle's actual character. 
They say every comedian is crying 
on the inside and this is clearly true 
of him. He visits the school next to 
the concert site and hangs out with 
the kids, showing genuine respect and 
love for an institution that gives im-
poverished children a chance to make 
something of their lives. 
At the end of Block Party, Chappelle 
jokes with the principal of that ele-
mentary school that we haven't seen 
the last of him. I, for one, hope that's 
true. 
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SEE US FDR II 
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LET US ARRANGE YOUR EYE EXAM TODAY 
WWW.VOGUEOPTICAL.COM 
· www.themuse.ca 
15% off All T-Shirt & Bundles 
Wednesday, March 15th 
At the University Bookstore 
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services 
Get The Most Out Of Memorial! 
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Take a retro ri_ 
MUN CINEMA SERIES 
BY MILDRED PIERCE 
It was 1975. The Watergate Scandal 
was wrapping up. Margaret Thatcher 
was elected to govern the UK. Charlie 
Chaplin was knighted. The Vietnam 
war ended. Bruce Springsteen record-
ed and released Born To Run. Neil 
Sedaka was singing "Love Will Keep 
Us Together." It was a terribly con-
tradictory time - and a great time to 
be a filmmaker. 
Taking the pulse of the times, 
Italian filmmaker Michaelangelo 
Antonioni made a film that blew ev-
eryone away. The Passenger was one 
of the many art films of the period 
that attracted literati and Euro-lov-
ers all over North America. 
The Passenger was chic, European, 
and it starred both Jack Nicholson 
- a young method actor who had 
burned his name into everyone's 
consciousness after Easy Rider - and 
Maria Schneider, who had burned her 
name into everyone's libido with Last 
Tango In Paris. Pairing these hyper-
cool dudes in one gloriously enigmat-
ic film was even more brilliant than 
they were. 
Recently released in a remastered 
director's cut, this smart and stud-
ied piece of work is actually a co-
production of France, Italy, Spain, 
and the US. It is, however, utterly un-
American in its point of view and in 
its slow and measured approach to 
the world of ideas. This is a think-
ing-person's film, unfamiliar in its 
approach to character and setting, 
deliberately intellectual, and loose-
ly thematic. 
Jack Nicholson plays a journalist 
called David Locke. When we first 
encounter him, he is in the North 
African desert seeking an interview 
with some rebels. At his hotel, he 
runs into a guy who later drops dead. 
Locke decides to assume his identity, 
mysterious though it is, and consign 
his own persona as David Locke to 
a feigned death. Now inhabiting the 
life of a dead guy, Locke as Robertson 
follows some leads the dead guy was 
pursuing. 
Maria Schneider is the girl he meets 
along the way, another one oflife's no-
mads who accompanies him on his 
aimless journey. Why did Locke be-
come Robertson? Why did he want to 
leave his wife and associates with the 
impression he was dead? 
Fans of Antonioni will know that 
he made his mark on the hipster scene 
with Blowup, still an enigmatic mur-
der mystery without a body, only the 
appearance of one in a series of pho-
tographs. As in that film, Antonioni's 
central characters - almost always 
men - look for meaning and have 
trouble finding it. 
Remember, the year of The 
Passenger was 1975: This film and its 
studied emptiness of meaning seemed 
radical in a world where a futile war 
had been raging in Southeast Asia, 
Jack Nicholson 
and Maria Sch-
neider star in the 
re-released The 
Passenger. 
where traditional formations were 
breaking down, where identity itself 
was coming under assault. 
Come to think of it, The Passenger 
plays pretty well in the alienated 
2000s. Among its many cinematic 
virtues is its famous last shot, a haunt-
ing rule-breaking 360-degree turn 
March 9, 2006 
that brings us round to the beginning 
- not a lot further ahead, but moved 
by the heaviness of the experience. 
You know what they say: It's not the 
destination, it's the journey. 
The Passenger plays Thursday, 
March 16 at Empire Studio 12 in the 
Avalon Mall. Showtime is 7:00 pm. 
Oh douchebag, where art thou? 
NOTEWORTHY 
BY PAUL SANFORD 
HEPPLESTON 
I'm sorry to all those hoping to see 
the latest installment of "All Mixed 
Up,'' Canadian-style. (Keep sending 
your song choices - the list is great so 
far.) Instead, I have been compelled 
to sound off on the Larry King Live 
debate from last Friday. 
Back in the fall, I made a new 
friend while arguing whether or not 
celebrities should get behind causes. 
In a debate that questioned the in-
tegrity and motives of famous peo-
ple on the soapbox, my friend John . 
called Bono a douchebag 
I responded in defence of Bono 
specifically, but of celebrities in gen-
eral. On some points we agreed, on 
others points John just called me an 
idiot. My belief is that even if the 
rich and famous were merely doing 
PR work, at least something was get-
ting done. 
Then, I went to the Duke of 
Duckworth to watch our premier face 
off with vegan power-couple Heather 
Wish you could wait 
for the bus wherever 
you want? 
Now you can. 
I ntrod uci ng 
myStop text messaging service 
• Receive the expected arrival time 
on your cell phone for any stop, 
on any Metrobus route, at any 
time of day. 
• Only 25(: (or less) per request. 
Try it out! 
To receive the expected arrival 
time for the next bus on Route 1 
at the Memorial University bus 
stop, text message STJ 2027 1 to 
848259. 
my Stop 
.. . 
For a complete list of 
Metrobus stop numbers, 
visit www.mystop.ca. 
Mills McCartney and her ex-Beatie 
husband Paul. 
How I wished John was with me 
that night - what a rant he would 
have gone on. These two gallivanting 
Brits displayed exactly the kind of ig-
norance and pomposity that would 
make his head explode. 
The debate on CNN was poor-
ly moderated, unbalanced, and 
kind of embarrassing - but not for 
Newfoundlanders. 
Heather Mills McCartney debated 
like a nine-year old. She was petty, 
pushy, and far too immature for this 
kind of work, producing nothing but 
bleeding-heart, sensational sound 
bites while her husband looked on 
stunned. 
To Danny Williams, however, I 
say this: Unless you are convicted 
of killing someone who didn't de-
serve it, you will have my vote for-
ever. Well done, my man. Way to not 
let that pretentious woman walk all 
over you. 
What I liked best was how you 
dealt with her condescension: You 
respectfully pushed through, deliv-
ering facts and patiently allowing her 
to show everyone how obnoxious she 
really is. I'm sure everyone watching 
saw that she was making the most 
noise but saying the least. 
I'm also sure everyone watching in 
Newfoundland and Labrador saw you 
flash your smug little smile that said, 
"My ducky, you don't know shit." 
Everyone in the Duke that night 
nearly shat laughing at that smirk, 
you cheeky bastard. God love you. 
To the McCartneys: If you are go-
ing to get involved, take some time 
to examine all sides so you can make 
a proper argument. Don't just read 
the pamphlets Greenpeace gives you. 
. And, if you'd rather leave your head 
up your arse about the issue, at least 
look at an atlas so you know you're 
patronizing the right people. 
Of course, Sir Paul could have 
been confused with this place New 
Finland that Larry King kept men-
tioning. 
Tuesday, March 14th 
EUROPE ON A BUDGET 12:30- 2pm 
SWAP WORKING HOLIDAYS 2- 3:30pm 
BACKPACKING DOWN UNDER 4- 5:30pm 
Talks will be held in Council Chambers, 
2nd Floor, Smallwood Centre. 
Please RSVP: Visit www.travelcuts.com and click 
"travel talks" under the rJ 
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Hawksley Workman 
Treeful Of Starling 
Isadora/Universal 
Alternative Rock 
BY PAUL SANFORD HEPPLESTON 
Hawksley Workman is one of 
Canada's most versatile and enigmat-
ic songwriters. He has yet to make 
two records of exactly the same style, 
but that's his style. Whatever genre he 
explores, whatever style he exploits, 
you know he is in control. 
For Treeful Of Starling Workman 
has once again harnessed his caprice 
and eccentricity to offer a charm-
ing collection of songs you can't help 
but fall for. It is contemplative but 
buoyant, featuring a rustic feel in 
its banjo lines, liberal use of brass 
instruments, and saloon-style up-
right piano. 
Workman's lyrics are so poet-
ic, too. They'd be just as good in a 
book of verse as they are on the re-
cord. There are too many to quote, 
but one of my favourite lines mus-
es about love that survives the pas-
sage of time: "When these mountains 
were the seashore, when this desert 
was the ocean floor, we would swim 
beneath the star-filled sky, we were 
lovely fish alone in the n ight." 
The only song I didn't care for was 
"You And The Candles," in which he 
starts off sounding like Billy Joel's 
"Piano Man," then starts channel-
ing Roger Waters. 
In the end, however, nothing could 
sully this record. It is dazzling. If 
wide-eyed wonder had a soundtrack, 
Treeful Of Starling would be it. 
Download: "It's A Long Life To 
Always Be Longing" 
Roundelay 
Subpar 
Independent 
Hard Rock/ Art Rock 
BY KATE DEARNESS 
With Subpar, Roundelay proves they 
have crossed the borderline from just 
rocking out to making clever, zeal-
ous music. They tread this territory 
as experts; the band has been together 
since early 2001 evolving into a tight 
company. 
It is hard to transfer the potency of 
a live rock show to an album because 
the audience finally gets to hear if the 
band can actually perform beyond just 
screaming. With an emotive lead vo-
calist, in-tune harmonies, and a bom-
bardment of catchy riffs, this "taste of 
what's to come" is a success. 
Roundelay have also produced 
sound lyrics, like on "Play By 
Numbers," that actually mobilize you 
to action rather than influencing you 
to slit your wrists. 
There is a good flux on this album. 
"Mr Mapex Came In Late" begins with 
full intensity, is gentle in its instru-
mental, and climaxes in an energetic 
onslaught that makes the most tim-
id concertgoer want to mosh in her 
living room. 
A technically good recording job 
as well, Subpar all sounds surprising-
ly professional. Listen to "Ate Bars" 
in particular, remixed by Arnob Bal. 
The entire EP is a tenderly homemade, 
fine-quality opus. 
The Roundelay BP release part two 
is at Junctions on March 10. Call the 
Ambulance and the Funky Dory will 
also perform. 
Download: "Play By Numbers" 
Arts & Culture 
Eagles of Death Metal 
Death By Sexy 
Downtown Records 
Stadium Rock 
BY ANSHUMAN lDDAMSETTY 
Cock rock ain't easy. Sure, anyone can 
rig together three chords, add a cou-
ple of "hell yeahs," and slink into a fal-
setto-inducing unitard at the drop of 
his testicles. Earning the devil horns, 
however, requires finesse. 
Eagles Of Death Metal's second al-
bum Death By Sexy is the perfect way 
to kickstart a rad night of beer bongs 
and steaky behaviour. 
The record begins with a grizzled 
cackle on "I Want You So Hard (Boy's 
Bad News)" - a tune that mimics coun-
try-western throttling by way of the 
greaser. Eagles' members Jesse Hughes 
and Carlo Von Sexron (Queens Of 
The Stone Age's Josh Homme) carve 
a rowdy pastiche of Southern-fried, 
Cramps-esque swagger all accompa-
nied by the rockabilly coos and yodels 
of Hughes' oily slick pipes. 
On "Cherry Cola," upbeat hooks fly 
in the face of Mudhoney licks - heavy, 
sludgy, poppy, and instantly addictive. 
Again, the IQ isn't set to kill on Death 
By Sexy, as Hughes compares his vic-
es: girls, Harleys, and "shakin' it" to 
sweet, sweet, cherry pop. 
Other highlights include "Eagles 
Goth" - a dark, Detroit-era slab of 
Americana - and "I Gotta Feeling 
(Just Nineteen)," a deliciously catchy 
warning to bros on the lookout for un-
derage nymphets. 
It's arrogant, it's vaguely misogy-
nistic, and it reeks of booze - they 
don't call it cock rock for nothing. 
Download: "Cherry Cola" 
The Muse is now accepting applica-
tions for the following positions: 
Prospective applicants should de-
liver an envelope containing a cover 
letter and resume by March 10 to: 
Editor-in ... Chlef 
News Editor,·· ··::, ,,., 
,Ptoduction· ¥an~g¢r\;,,:., 
Copy Editor ::·. · 
Entertainment Editor 
Sports Editor 
Science Editor 
Photo Editor 
Senior Reporter 
Features Editor, . J 
Submissions Editor 
System~ AdU'.rtni$trator' " 
Webmaster 
Business Manager 
' .\\ 
Assistant Business Manager 
·· ,, , ,Htt:JugCommittee,; 
·· ·· t :_ c/o' me· Muse 
Mem~rial University . 
St. John's, NL 
P.O. ·Box 118-A 
A1C5S7 
Or dtop it off at UC-2002 
., :Plea.s~Jnclu.de , clipRings or a p<>tt;1:tJ:, 
· folio ot\past work:' ··· '" · + · · 
Visit The Muse UC-2002 for more 
information. 
------- ---
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SIGHTS & SOUNDS 
COMPILED BY ]OHN DUFF 
Thursday, March 9 .·. 
I•, . \ ~ . 
The Attic: Trevor Kelly ,, 
Arts and Culture Centre: The 
Morrisseys ($26) 
1he Bar Above Peddler's: Women 
and Words feat. Liz Pickard, 
Colleen Power, and more (8:00 
pm, $10) 
!lhe Bella Vista: Karaokeldol (8:00 
pm) 
Bridle Molloy'$: Ross 
(9:oopm) ·' 
El'in,s Pub• Dav~ 
:ihe Fat cat: coli 
tlbe Masonic: te111j1 
(8:00 pm~ $:t5) · 
O'Reilly's: D'Arcy Bl 
pm) ··· ···· .· 
;Jhe Spur: Open mik~J~~at~ Alison 
Corbett 
Friday, MarC.ij10 
' :';. , .. _. 
,. . ~ 
~nna · !femp\et<>n 
and Personal fea,t . 
,,, ahd Diana"Da 
~ - ' '.,\\ - - -. · .. ::': . ,.,, :.-•:: ::<;,._. 
'.'A.'tt$'and Admift. 
~ ,,, .. .,.. . . .. . . " 
1
• /,'J\,\mnesty ·In. 
· .. "·F~stival (6;00 p 
A.its and Culture C · 
Secrets 2006(8:00 p . ~~?) 
1'he Attic; Andrew •·Ll!. • .. ew (11:00. 
pm) .,, 
1he Basement! Sanguine Effect7 
· Dianetic ($5) · ~" . 
Bridie Molloy1&; 1he R~Devils 
Chill: DJ AdamStCr<}i~ 
.Club One:·'ib~8 Tra ...  _,, \n.F. cook R'.ehltat . 
... \'1'. ,.·. - ' - ' '·::· .. ' -- ,1; - _· •' ·. ·:·<':· i ·''·_Eve (8:00 'p~~ $.tcil 
Erin's }tub; Connen:lata". ,, 
The Fat Catt Mojo Pin . 
Greensleeves: Jersey(to:oo pm) 
Gypsy Tea Room: Midnight Heat 
(12:00 am) 
Junctions: Roundelay, Funky Dory, 
Call the Ambulance (10:00 pm, 
$5) 
1he Masonic Temple! The Zoo Story 
(8:00 pm> $15) 
O'Reilly's: Fergus O'Byrne and 
Dermot O'Reilly (8a5 pm),. Middle 
· Tickle (11:00 pm).,.· · · · 
Rob Roy: Rob Cook {9ijo pm) 
Petro .. canada Hall; Ross Leckie 
(7:00 pm) 
Primers: Cougar Executive~ Ian 
Foster Band, Elimination Dance 
(10:00 pm, $5) 
The Republic: Off Thomas, Next Stop 
The Sun 
The Rose and Thistle: .Blair Harve)li 
and Brad Power , · 
Roxxy's: , A Boy ~amed Tragedy,_ 
. Jigger, Blood Shot ¥oqk ,(11:00 
\ ':> P.in.~··$5) .,_ .. ·,;, . . . . "' : . . . ',, ' . 
. Science Buildipg!_ Raqical .Media 
' presents Dang~rous Living (6:00 
pm) 
1he Ship Pufo Liz Pickard, Jody 
Richardson. Blair Harvey, Jim 
Fiddler> and more 
The Spur: Matt Ross and Chris Kirby 
(10:30 pm) 
St Andrews Church Hall: Swords, 
Marc Antony, Trailer Camp. Bank 
· Robbery_tWerewolf(6.:oo pm, $5) 
tfrinity Pub: Scott Con.way 
I~\.•• ,\., .I• .-\'\, , . 
-~dturday~· Marc}J. :·i i\ ·; ·, 
. . . .. \ .. . :: _., \ ' 
Arts and Administtation Building: 
Amnesty Internati()nal Film 
Festival (1:00 pm. 7:30 pm, $7) 
The Attic: Kalem Mahoney and Mark 
English (11:00 pm) . 
Bitters: Sherry Ryan, Sveti Ivan, and 
more (8:00 pm, $s} 
Bridie Molloy>s: The .Rum Devils 
Club One: The 8 TrackFavorites 
D.F. Cook Recital Hall; Sinfonia. #~:· 
.. The Wind Serenade ,: . , . " · , . . 
.D~lta Hotel Ballroonii , :flawl<~ley 
Workman (9:00 pm, $25.50 ad -
vance/$30.50) 
Erin's Pub: Connemara 
The Fat Cat: Blair Harvey and The 
Dregs 
Greensleeves: Bump 
Junctions: DJ OTG (11:00 pm) 
The LSPU Hall: Dµane Andrews 
:· Quartet> -~lair Harvey, Mark 
Bragg, Sherry Ryan 
The Majestic Theatre:· The Music 
Collection Showcase (7:30 pm, 
$15) 
The Masonic Temple: 1he Zoo Story 
(8:00 pm> ~15) . 
O'Reilly's: Middle Tickle {11:00 
pm) . 
The Rose and Thistle:. Andrea 
Monroe Band· ···. · "' 
· Roxxy's: Swords. 
~1; Fick~p;LTrail~" *tony, Dan . · · · q~30 PtJlt 
~.: .... $S). ;:····· ·," ·. 
:ihe''Ship Pui: !' .. 
·/' pm~ $5) ... • 
1he Spur: Vampir~,J~fLove ,,_:·. 
Trinity Pub: Jon Lat~y . .. 
Bar None: Open Il).ik;~witb c.ara Lee 
Coleman 
Bridie ,Molll>y'~: . 
Graham we·' 
J).F.CooJc 
·\~, tet (s:oo. .. 
;1he Masoni~,·· 
· . ·. (8;00 pmd&IS}. . . 
Q'Reilly's: D>Arcy 
•'.'.'I 
\~ 
I\' 
Ron Kelly, .· · . ~~, 
The Rabbittown 'IIM;atr~ St John,$ 
Jazz Festival op.en:Jam (1:00 pm, $5) ···. 
Ro~y's; Ope~ ~iJce . 
Monday, -¥~r~h.,i3 , ·: .. 
CBTGs'~;Ad1Jn\ B · 
~\,~~,,''.: citthe1» R.11s$~lt 
. \. (9:)0 pm.. $5) . ,-, ' ' ' 
O'Re.illy>s:· Ballads.with. Con O'Brien 
(9:00 ptn) 
Tuesday, March 14 
Bar None: Planet Ch aos: ,open 
mike 
The Grapevine: Oddly Enough (10:30 
pm) 
O'Reilly's; Open ro.ike (10:00 pm), 
Larry Foley and Rol;i Cook (12:00 
., _am) . ········- ···· ... 
Wednesaay;·March.1s . · 
The Breezeway: Op.en mike with 
Terry McDonald 
. O'Reilly's: Middle Tickle (10:00 
pm) 
The Ship Pub: Folk.nightfeat. Dave 
Penny (9:00 pm,. $5) 
Roxxy's: Russell Peddle., Ben Gerrior, 
Jorda~ Young (10:30 pm, $3) 
..... - -' ... ~ ...... ·- ,,, 
Have an event you would like to 
see listed here? Send it to sightsand-
sounds@themuse.ca before Monday, 
March 13. 
\ \' 
Write Arts 
for The 
. Muse~ . 
., ; '· .. __ · .. -.'. .· . . ' ;: .· . -._ 
,, .. ''t'' _,\·' 
. .... \'.''·'·'\;·:·.' •. \\;~'.\\ ··.; ··'•.{''' .. ·,_,\~ .. •·. .. ~ 
LSAT MCAT 
GMAT GRE 
Preparation Seminars 
• Complete 30-Hour Seminars 
• Proven Test-Taking Strategies 
• Personalized Professional Instruction 
• Comprehensive Study Materials 
1\\1 Simulated Practice Exams 
• Free Repeat Policy 
• Personal Tutoring Available 
• Thousands of Satisfied Students 
~-.. 
-• • 1stract1ons 
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g. Nic.k.. M(~ 
BRAD GUSHUE SUCKS! 
I 
AHA l'VE GOT IT! '-...... 
A singularity refers to a 
future moment when we create 
artificial intelligences that 
are smarter than we are. 
It's called this because 
things will be so different, 
it· s impossible to predict 
past it. ....._ 
Everything 
will change! 
For instance: 
these smart 
machines could 
make even 
smarter 
machines! 
\ 
And so on until we have super duper smart 
machines that will look on us as mere 
playthings. will they destroy us? or will 
we merge ourselves with technology, and in 
/doing so become a new, 
more cyf?ernetic lifeform? 
our choices seem limited 
to either becoming 
something new, or facing 
irrelevance and 
obsolescence! 
so why does 
i nt:ell i 9ent 
predi ct1 ons 
a super 
AI make 
impossible? 
Also because we're too dumb. It'd 
be like a dog trying to predict what 
its owner does. 
T-REX IS TELLING THE 
TRUTH: 
check it! 
in bed is 
Eating food 
like - a 
( t" ., 
""· ...... ,/ 
1 
14 
17 
20 
26 
32 
37 
41 
44 
60 
63 
66 
.I Because too 
much has 
.changed! 
2' 006 R'j/,':tt1 North 
2 3 4 5 
23 
27 
I 
7 8 
\ I think most dogs can do 
that with some accuracy, 
9 
T-Rex.. ' 
"Right. 
Well -
I've never 
really been 
one for "apt 
analo-
gies ... 
11 12 13 
58 59 
Across 
1. Minute plant-feeding insects 
6. Like Benzes or Beemers, but 
with a cat on the hood 
10. Monroe vehicle The Seven Year 
14. ___ Lee, kung fu master with 
a PHD in ass-kickage 
15. Sonny Rollins tune that sounds 
like the cookie with the white stuff, 
but with an L instead of the R 
16. The amount of beer a univer-
sity student wants 
17. The feeling felt by Akon in his 
single with the shrill-voiced chorus 
19. To talk too much 
20. STEP word jumble to mean 
baby newts 
21. Considerate virtue 
22. Alone, its a ground elevation. 
Start it with a B, it'll get you over 
water 
23. Eastern meat stick (two 
words) 
26. Did E and danced like Benni 
Benassi was their Lord and Saviour 
28. The button to get the DVD out, 
with an A at the end 
er 
32. Benoit, or Zola 
33. Workout after-effect 
36. Attila, or your significant oth-
37. Unselfish (hyph) 
41. Snake-fish 
42. Eyelid infection 
43. Gives a moniker to 
44. Christmas ornament 
47. Toothpaste brand 
48. Member of a religious order 
dedicated to manual labour in a 
./ crappy 
duck? 
what t:he 
heck, 
everyone? 
monestary 
53. Translate word for word into 
French: To Two 
56. The original jean 
57. Pansy 
60. Percussion instrument 
61. Magic wordss (hyph) 
63.Shucks 
64. Accronym for a missing per-
son 
65. Awkward term for going 
down 
66. Covered walkway, usually in 
( Greece 
67. New Years song "Auld Lang 
,, 
68. Bay or cove 
Down 
1. Like Vince Carter with the 
Raptors: ___ , but not willing 
2. You've got a least one for ev-
ery class 
3. Bo Bice was from this Alabama 
town, as well as many more uninter-
esting people. 
4. The coast line of Antartica is 
made of this (two words) 
5. 2005 Oscar-winning song "Al 
Otro Lado Rio" 
6. 2002 legume vehicle: ___ : A 
Veggie Tales Movie 
7. Smart ____ : know-it-all 
8. "Gesture" in Chicoutimi 
9. Distress letters 
10. Absorb 
11. "You just got ___ ": phrase pop-
ular with todays youth when one has 
greatly insulted another, or put them 
March 9, 2006 
f.S' I 
I f ( I .. , 
in their place 
12. Rocky hill formed by a gla-
cier 
13. Greek goddess of youth 
18. Free word: its 
22. Indian prince 
24. Bad day to be Caesar 
25. Old Street Cents segment where 
kids ranted at things that annoyed 
them: "What's Your ?" 
26. Mend again 
27. "Reema" on backwards day 
29. Free word: chimerical 
30. Apple's music library program, 
minus the "I" 
31. Emotional frustration, teens 
have a lot of it 
33. Ludacris ditty: " __ A Fool" 
34. Boys don't do this, according 
to your great-grandfather the war 
vet 
35. Alternate spelling of hi 
38. Sooty 
39. Give an ___ , take a mile 
40. Ratty with love 
45. Female graduate 
46. The only thing that never 
changes in life besides death (sing.) 
49. Windy 
50. Undercover 
51. Small ovum 
52. Ancient form of "it is" 
53. Opposite of subtracts 
54. Dang! 
55. European currency 
58. Donkey relative 
59. Whisper sound 
61. Where no man ___ gone be-
fore ... 
62. Hawaiian dish 
,•,·,_;:·: ~·. : •\ 
.: Steve.Nasb.is,.online ... www.themuse.ca;.; 
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0ROGERS~ ~ Your World Right Now 
GO TO ROGERS.COM, 1- 800 - 462- 4463, A ROGERS WIRELESS, ROGERS PLUS OR ROGERS VIDEO STORE FOR DETAILS 
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For Rent 
THREE-BDRM BASEMENT apt. 
Two full bathrooms, brand new 
appliances, fls, wld, furnished, 
five-minute walk from MUN, 
off-road. parking, wood floors, 
carpet in bedrooms, back-
yard, two entrances. $800 pou. 
Contact Melantha at melan-
tha _ angel@hotmail.com or 
693-1916 and leave a message. 
BRIGHT AND SPACIOUS two-
bdrm above-ground basement 
apt. Separate entrance, off-
street parking, wld hookup. 
$475 pou, no pets. Call 738-1073 
or 687-4057. 
EXECUTIVE APT. Two large 
bdrms and two bathrooms. 
Very spacious living room and 
kitchen. Newly finished and ful-
ly furnished, wld, dishwasher. 
Private entrance and parking. 
Hardwood flooring throughout. 
Off Elizabeth Ave. No smok-
ing or pets. Mature students 
or professionals preferred. 
References requested. Call 
John at 738-2159. 
LARGE BED-SITTING ROOM 
in west end. Everything in-
cluded, fully furnished. 
Linens, laundry, cable, high-
speed Internet, private bath-
room, parking place, bus stop 
outside door. Groceries in-
cluded. Most meals prepared. 
Available from May 1 year-
round. $425. Call Caroline 364-
2775. 
ROOMS BY AVALON Mall, $300 
(plus 114 utilities). Can be fur-
nished for additional $25 a 
month. High-speed Internet, 
long distance package, and wl 
d available. Non-smoking fe-
male students preferred. can 
746-1048 or e-mail al3hsw@ 
mun.ca. 
ROOM AVAILABLE. Four-bdrm 
house with wld, dishwasher, and 
deep fridge. Cowan Heights 
area next to all amenities on a 
bus route to MUN. Two-and-a-
half baths. $270 with h/I, cable 
TV, high-speed Internet, and 
long distance to Canada and 
US. Must be mature and like 
pets. Call Trisha at 747-1365 or 
690-8618. 
ONE-BDRM APT, corner of 
Gower St and Cathedral St. 
Very bright with spectacular 
view. Electric heat. $550. Call 
754-6020. 
For Sale 
MOVING IN MARCH. Futon mat-
tress on black metal frame, 
wood table and four chairs, 
three small black tables for the 
living room, two wood shelves, 
one bookshelf, two bicycles (one 
women's, one men's), one um-
brella, kitchen kit (small ta-
ble and two stools), kitchen ar-
ticles (toaster, pans, plates, etc). 
Call 722-6591 or e-mail forsale. 
stjohns@gmail.com. 
2000 CHEVY CAVALIER, 4 door, 4 
cyl, automatic, 130,000 km, bur-
gundy in colour, licensed until 
October 2006, ale, CD, remote 
starter and keyless entry, ex-
cellent condition, four new all-
season tires, asking $4,550. Call 
738-1854 (after 5:00 pm) or 737-
6118. Ask for Mansour. 
TAKING THE LSAT? The next 10 
actual, official LSAT prep tests, 
29 - 38. For sale, brand new, $40. 
Write to ltigirl@hotmail.com for 
more info. 
2001 GRAND AM SE 4 door, 4 cyl, 
studded tires, new brakes, al 
c, tilt steering, cruise control, 
CD player, power seat, power 
windows, power mirrors, pow-
er trunk, keyless entry. $5,500 
ono. 747-4462 or 690-5989. 
2004 PONTIAC GRAND AM. 
Loaded, V6, spoiler, power 
steering, p0wer brakes, paw-
er locks, power windows, pow-
er mirrors, p0wer driver's seat, 
remote entry, ale. Studded 
and all-season tires included. 
Licensed until August. $11,900 
ono. 728-8651. 
NEED PASSPORT PICTURES? 
• 
ass1 e 
Studio quality prints. Six 
pictures for $10. Phone 
579-2475 or e-mail moon0712@ 
hotmail.com. 
Wanted 
QUIZNOS IS HIRING full- and 
part-time positions. Please for-
ward resume to 738-2671 ore-
mail bemason@nf.aibn.com. 
Clubs and Societies 
PAGAN SOCIETY. Wednesday 
evenings, meetings, ritual plan-
ning, fun activities. For more 
info see www.geocities.coml 
nf _ pagan _ society or contact 
us at nf _ pagan _ society@ya-
hoo.com. 
CHI ALPHA Christian Fellowship 
holds weekly services and so-
cials on Fridays, starting at 7:30 
pm in ED-1020. Everyone's wel-
come! For more info visit www. 
chialpha.ca. 
JOIN THE MUSICIANS' Guild and 
help support local music. You 
don't have to be a musician to 
be a member. Just go to www. 
musiciansguild.ca and register 
your e-mail address with us. 
submissions@themuse.ca 
MAKE A DIFFERENCE! 
Volunteer overseas 
with Youth Challenge 
International on a hands-on 
development project for five 
- 12 weeks. Ready to go next 
month? This summer? Visit 
www.yci.org to find out more. 
ST PATRICK'S DAY Ceili at CEI 
Club, Friday, March 10, 7:00 pm 
- 9:00 pm. Featuring iDance 
Shawn Silver Irish Dancing 
and The i Dance Performance 
Group. With special guest 
Jeremy Dicks. $5 in advance 
and $7 at the door. Cash bar 
and door prizes. Tickets limit-
ed. E-mail Shawn@idance.ca 
to book. Also, join us at Bridie 
Molloy's on Saturday, March 18, 
from 3:00 pm - 5:00 pm. 
HAVE YOU BEEN DENIED · 
more than one pack of birth 
control pills at the campus 
pharmacy? Contact me with 
your story - diana _ pugliese@ 
yahoo.ca - and know your 
rights. 
COME SEE DOCUMENTARIES 
from around the world at the 
Third Annual Human Rights 
Film Festival. Admission: $7 
suggested donation for wage-
earners, pay-what you can for 
others. Seating is limited. Visit 
www.sii.calproviderslAl/festi-
val/. 
Personals 
SWM, VIRGO, enjoys long walks 
on the beach, gastropods, dis-
secting The Muse for Da Vinci-
like clues about the son of Jesus, 
and backgammon. Looking for 
a mammal, preferably homo-
sapien, with a loose grasp of the 
Internet. E-mail waynegretz-
kysad@gmail.com. 
LOST: ONE BEST FRIEND, an-
swers to the name "Charlie 
Lacosta". Have you seen him? 
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E-mail rhonda.pittman@gmail. 
com. 
LET'S GET CRUNK bitches. 
I HAVE NOTH I NG AGAINST the 
Gay lifestyle, I'm just not gay. 
zzzzzzz z z zzzzzzzz z zzzzzzz 
zzzz zzz 
MACBOOK PRO? Try MacBook 
Nowhere near here. 
SHUT up! 
so I SAYS to Mabel I SOYS ... 
IT'S NOT WHETHER it's fish, it's 
what's else in the Filet-o-Fish. 
I MIGHT AS well be. 
WHEN ARE WE going to get 
drunk in that van? 
OH WAIT, THAT never hap-
pened. 
A SPANISH FIESTA and pot-
luck presented by the French 
and Spanish society. Everyone 
welcome! Music, food, danc-
ing, fun! Alcoholic and non-alco-
holic drinks available. Saturday, 
March 18, Engineering cafete-
ria. $2 cover. 
LEARN TO PLAY music. Rhythm 
On Strings offers lessons on gui-
tar, bass, and percussion instru-
ments; recording lessons; and 
recording itself. Call 691-5715, 
691-1932, or e-mail rhythmon-
strings@gmail.com. Ask for 
Shawn. 
FAIR FEATURING CULTURES 
of over 25 countries, Seventh 
Annual Sharing Our Cultures -
A la decouverte de nos cultures, 
marks the International Day 
for the Elimination of Racial 
Discrimination. 2:00 pm - 4:00 
pm, Sunday, March 19, at the 
Delta. See Chinese lion danc-
ers, Aboriginal drummers, and 
more! Free admission. For in-
formation, call 772-7093. 
GREAT SPRING AIRFARES TO 
LBGT-MUN FLEA MARKET and 
bake sale. March 17. We are 
looking for donations of items 
for this event to raise funds for 
future resource publications. If 
you'd like to donate, please con-
tact us at 737-7619 or visit us at 
UC-6022. 
For Interest 
STUDY MEDICINE in Europe. 
www.medical-school.ca. 
Contact canadmin@medical-
school.ca. 
TUTORING ANY COURSE. 
Greenlight Tutors available 
for editing, typing, proofread-
ing, and instruction. Lowest 
rates guaranteed! Contact 
greenlighttutors@gmail.com 
or www.geocities.comlgreen-
lighttutors. 
LUNCH SEMINARS with Dr Veith. 
A DVD presentation lecture 
series with Dr Veith on health 
and nutrition. March 7 - April 
6, Tuesdays and Thursdays in 
SN-2105, 12:00 pm -12:50 pm. 
Everyone welcome. 
REFLECTION TIME. Current 
events examined from the 
scriptures. Every Sunday, 5:00 
pm - 6:00 pm. March 12 and 19, 
special on St Patrick and the 
Early Celtic Christian Church. 
On CHMR 93.5 FM. 
EUROPE FROM ST JOHN'S: 
LQNDON RT $399 
PARIS RT $499 
AMSTERDAM RT $499 
Taxes and surcharges not included. Prices valid at time of advertising deadline and may vary depending 
on availability, eligibility and departure dates. 
i ravel CUTS ls owned and operdted by l he Canadian federatiw1 or Stuf.lenc.s. 
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Wrestling team 
returns from nationals 
empty-handed 
BY PHIL HOWELL 
The national championships proved 
less comfortable than a spandex wed-
gie for MUN's grapplers. 
Last weekend's Canadian 
Interuniversity Sport (CIS) champi-
onship, held at Brock University in 
St Catharine's, Ontario, featured the 
top wrestlers from across the coun-
try. Many of these wrestlers compete 
in regions where wrestling is far more 
important and intense than Atlantic 
Canada, which MUN represented. 
Kerri-Ann Evely, Kellee Melendy, 
and Allison Rockwood all finished last 
in their respective weight classes. None 
of them managed to win a match. 
ort 
sports@themuse.ca March 9, 2006 
wrest ers trea on 
DUNCAN DE YOUNG 
The wrestling team had no time to lie down and relax before their championship bouts, as weather conditions 
forced them to be late for the tournament. 
Evely lost to eventual silver medal-
ist Stephanie Howorun of McMaster, 
who was the only wrestler to pin her. 
She wrestled better against fourth-
place finisher Leah Callahan of the 
University of Calgary and sixth-place 
finisher Leah Daugherty of Lakehead 
University, but lost both close deci-
sions. 
Coach Glenn Clark expected more 
from Evely: "I saw Kerri-Ann lose to 
someone who, nine times out of 10, 
she should beat." 
After winning a bronze medal at last 
season's CIS championships, Evely had 
been training hard again this season, 
including a camp in San Diego. 
Rockwood, competing at 59 kilo-
grams, was pinned by silver medalist 
Michelle Fazzari of Brock in her open-
ing match. She would go on to lose to 
fourth-place finisher Ellen Macro 
of McMaster, last year's champion, 
and Amy Dyck of the University of 
Saskatchewan, who took sixth place. 
Melendy, wrestling at 63 kilograms, 
was pinned by gold medalist Justine 
Bouchard of the University of Calgary 
and fifth-place combatant Meghan 
King of the University of Regina. She 
also lost to bronze medalist Tasha Eady 
of Lakehead. 
One contributor to the team's poor 
performances was the rough travel 
schedule. Due to weather conditions, 
the wrestlers had to be at the airport 
at 3:00 am Friday morning - the same 
day the tournament started. They ar-
rived on Friday afternoon and, despite 
being late, were allowed to wrestle. But, 
they were not afforded much opportu-
nity to rest. 
Travel problems also foiled Mike 
Smith's chance to wrestle nationally. 
By the time Memorial's only male en-
trant arrived at the airport, there were 
no seats available on the plane. 
"It was the worst trip I've ever been 
on in my 30 years of coaching," said 
Clark. "[But], everyone wrestled well 
under the circumstances." 
What in blue blazes is a chakra? 
IN DE-STRESS 
BY ]ENN MARTIN 
As of this weekend, yours truly is two 
steps closer to becoming an energy med-
icine practitioner. It's an odd-sounding 
title, but it's maybe one of the coolest 
things I've ever experienced. 
The idea was to eliminate my stress 
by managing my body's inner energy 
flow. Sounds weird, right? 
Last weekend, I did the first two parts 
of energy medicine training and, while 
I can't give everything away, I can tell 
you enough to help you on your path to 
more balanced living. 
First off, I would like to extend my 
deepest gratitude to instructor Donna 
Duff and co-ordinator Anne Marie 
Duff-Hutton for a weekend that was 
magical, to say the least. I feel like I'm 
so fresh and new, like I'm still in shrink 
wrap. 
Okay, you probably know a little 
about meditating. These are various 
techniques you can use during your 
meditation. 
You are made of energy. At the most 
basic level, everything is energy. Luckily 
for us, you can manipulate energy. It can 
be changed. Thus, if you can change 
your energy, you can change yourself. 
I don't want to make you into a crea-
ture of my own design or turn MUN 
students into robots bent on domina-
tion in my name. (Well, maybe I do, but 
don't let on, alright?) Seriously though, 
you can alter your stress level signif-
icantly by working with your energy 
and deciding what you want it to do in 
your body. 
Sometimes, it's as easy as wanting to 
be happy. Try willing yourself to hap-
piness and see what happens. 
If you're like me, sometimes this takes 
more work, as the energy flow some-
times encounters blockages that pre-
vent happiness. 
You should try to eliminate these 
blockages. If there are problems such 
as a nagging emotional wound, you just 
might need to learn what a chakra is. 
Here's the dirt: The word "chakra" 
translates to "wheel" in Sanskrit - an 
important and ancient Indo-European 
language. 
The human body is believed to have 
seven main energy chakras in a line 
down the centre of the body. They aren't 
termed "wheels" for nothin' - energy is 
vaguely sphere-shaped and when all is 
well each chakra should feel as though 
it's spinning nicely. 
The seven chakras are associated with 
all the colours of the rainbow. Red is the 
root chakra and the violet chakra is at 
the top of the head. 
If you feel like something's off, you 
can try visualizing all of your chakras 
- from your root up - as being wide 
open. To do this, relax, close your eyes, 
and take a few calming breaths. 
Then, visualize a ball of red light 
where your legs meet your body. Stay 
with the ball of red light and watch 
it spin. If all seems well and the light 
spins smoothly, continue up to the or-
ange sacral (slightly below your belly-
button) chakra and do the same thing 
with that colour. 
If, however, you feel like the ener-
gy isn't moving correctly, just patient-
ly wait until it does, really focusing on 
positive red light. When you get to the 
violet chakra, you should feel wide open 
and positive. 
After you're done, jump up and down 
a couple of times. I'm not kidding -
this practice is aimed to help you stay 
grounded in your body. 
If you're curious, and would like to 
know more, check out www.energy-
medicinepartnerships.com. As well, if 
you want a professional to move your en-
ergy around (an extraordinary and up-
lifting experience), check out Multicare 
Therapeutics in Elizabeth Towers. 
For more information or to book a ses-
sion, call 722-9555. 
Onrait on sports media 
Ryerson graduate 
talks about his sweet 
job at TSN 
BY AMIT SHILTON 
TORONTO (CUP) - For most of 
us, watching sports is a way to re-
lax, have fun, and cheer on the home 
team. For Jay Onrait, it's all in a day's 
work. 
Onrait, a 1998 Radio and Television 
Arts graduate from Ryerson 
University, is the late-night host of 
SportsCentre, a nationally broad-
cast sports news show on The Sports 
Network (TSN). 
"I won't lie to you, it's a pretty good 
gig," Onrait said. "I go in, I watch 
sports, I go on air for an hour and 
talk about sports, and I go home." 
"I even like the hours. I'm a night 
person. I wouldn't want to be a nine-
to-five kind of guy," Onrait said. 
A typical day for Onrait involves 
waking up in the early afternoon and 
concluding the live show's taping at 
2:00 am. 
Kicking back at the Imperial Pub 
in downtown Toronto, Onrait pol-
ished off a pint while reminiscing 
on his time as a student and his ear-
ly aspirations of becoming a sports-
caster. 
"By the time I got [to Ryerson] I 
was like, 'Alright, I'm going to be a 
sportscaster on TSN and this is just 
a means to make that happen'," he 
said. 
After spending two years at the 
University of Alberta, Onrait moved 
to Toronto and it wasn't long before 
he found his place, a city he now calls 
home. 
"The concept of going to school in 
Toronto or being a journalist was to-
tally foreign," Onrait said. "I remem-
ber getting here and it was just like, 
'Oh yeah, this is where I'm supposed 
to be.' It was instant." 
The credits he earned in Alberta 
allowed Onrait to focus on his pro-
gram and also start working part-
time as an intern at TSN in his sec-
ond year. 
"J think I was an alright student. I 
think I did pretty well," Onrait said. 
"I ended up spending more time in 
TSN in my third and fourth years 
than I did at Ryerson." 
After graduating, Onrait worked 
as a sports director in Saskatoon and 
as the host of the Big Breakfast Show 
in Winnipeg. He then moved back 
into sports with the NHL Network, 
hosting shows like NHL On The Fly 
and That's Hockey 2. 
Soon he was back in the TSN news-
room, headlining with a new wave of 
sportscasters. "I think we all realize 
that we're pretty lucky to have the 
jobs we have, so maybe we should just 
shut up and enjoy it," Onrait said. 
At TSN, Onrait joined onto a 
staff already blocked with Ryerson 
graduates, such as veterans Michael 
Landsberg, Bob McKenzie, and Dave 
Randorf. 
"[Journalism school] taught me 
quite a bit, but I think the thing it 
does more is steer you in the right 
direction as opposed to giving you 
the answers," Onrait said. "But, real-
ly, what I think the school does best 
is open doors for you to meet peo-
ple that might advance what you're 
doing." 
He also had some advice to pass on 
to students who hope to be sports-
casters one day. "If you admire some-
one, call them up and take them out 
for coffee. Maybe they'll have an in-
ternship for you." 
Onrait's wit and addictive humour 
have helped make him a fan favou-
rite on the show, earning him the op-
portunity to cover major events like 
the 2006 NBA Finals. As for his job, 
Onrait keeps it real. 
"It's supposed to be fun. It's not 
supposed to be work," Onrait said. 
"Otherwise, we would have all gone 
and become accountants." 
. 
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Newfoundland 
hockey player won 
Olympic gold at 1924 
games 
BY ]OHN RIETI 
Davis Bartlett writes: 
"On the heels of their recent 
Olympic victory, it has been de-
clared that Brad Gushue and the oth-
er Newfoundland members of his 
rink are the first Newfoundlanders 
to win an Olympic gold medal. 
However, this is not accurate. 
After a bit of digging, I have found 
that the first Newfoundlander to win 
an Olympic gold medal was Harry 
"Moose" Watson from St John's. 
He played, of course, hockey. He 
was the captain of the Canadian 
hockey team in 1924 in Chamonix, 
March 9, 2006 
e 
France. Watson scored 37 goals in 
five games en route to the gold med-
al. 
He also has the distinction of be-
ing the only Newfoundlander in-
ducted into the Hockey Hall of Fame. 
This isn't to diminish the fact that 
Brad and the boys went on to beat 
all their competitors, proving all the 
naysayers wrong - it's just to say go 
Brad and the boys and go Moose!" 
The sports page says: 
Indeed "Moose" was a great player 
and Newfoundland's first Olympian. 
But, this interesting fact brings 
up one big question: How could a 
Newfoundlander (still a Brit at this' 
point) represent Canada? 
Watson, who was born in 1898, 
moved to Winnipeg. In 1920, he 
would have heard the news that a lo-
cal club team, the Winnipeg Falcons, 
had won the Olympic gold. 
Soon after, Watson would get 
his chance. The Toronto Granites, 
a Senior A team from Ontario for 
which he played left wing, won the 
right to represent Canada. Watson 
was soon off to conquer the world. 
Watson would score 13 goals in one 
game against Switzerland as Canada 
rolled into the finals against the US. 
In a game that would still be appre-
ciated today, Canada won 6 - 1, led 
by Watson's three goals. 
According to the Toronto Star, 
"Watson was crosschecked across 
face in the first minute of the play, 
but played a sensational game with 
a bleeding mouth." His American 
opponents claimed Watson was the 
best player they had ever seen. 
While it's hard to compare 
Watson's team and Gushue's 
team, the curlers should get a bit 
more respect since they represent 
Newfoundland in national compe-
tition. 
However, Gushue still doesn't have 
a nickname as cool as "Moose." 
DUNCAN DE YOUNG 
Ex -Ryerson basketball 
star charged in $10 M 
transit scam 
BY COLIN SMITH 
TORONTO (CUP) - Twelve years 
ago Alex Beason was one of the best 
basketball players at Ryerson. Now, 
Beason faces 15 charges in connec-
tion with the largest counterfeit ring 
the Toronto Transit Commission 
(TTC) has ever seen. 
Beason, 36, and his brothers 
Alfredo, 49, and Reginald, 47, were 
arrested two weeks ago after a two-
year investigation concluded with 
the seizure of thousands of coun-
terfeit TTC tokens and the arrests of 
about 25 others individuals. 
In i994, the six-foot, seven-inch, 
230-pound forward nicknamed The 
Beast was a rookie standout who al-
most managed to take his Rams team 
to a national championships. 
That year, Beason set a national re-
cord, averaging 33.4 points per game. 
He still holds the Ontario University 
Athletic single-game scoring record 
for his 52-point performance against 
the Laurentian Voyagers. That sea-
son he was named to university all-
star teams in Ontario and nation-
wide. 
But Beason's accolades were over-
shadowed when his past was uncov-
ered prior to a playoff game against 
Laurentian. 
In 1992, Beason spent 13 months 
in prison after being convicted of 
armed robbery. 
Laurentian fans, well aware of 
Beason's past, showed up at the 
game in prison outfits and waved 
signs reading "You have the right to 
remain silent!" and "Alex Beason: 
Most Valuable Prisoner." 
During the game a pair of hand-
cuffs was thrown at Beason's feet as 
he stood at the free-throw line shoot-
ing foul shots. 
Beason now stands accused of 
heading the counterfeit token op-
eration along with his two broth-
ers. The scheme produced five mil-
lion fake tokens and cost the TTC 
an estimated $10 million over the 
past two years. 
"Yes, this may have cost us $10 
million, but we stopped the bleed-
ing," said TTC chairman Howard 
Moscoe at a news conference at TTC 
headquarters last week. 
The quality of the fakes was so 
high, Moscoe says even he can't tell 
the difference. 
The only !_11inor difference is that 
the fake tokens are shinier than real 
tokens and have slightly different 
lettering. 
Ryerson's manager of interuniver-
sity sports, Terry Haggerty, coached 
Beason during his two seasons with 
the Rams. Haggerty agrees that 
Beason was easily one of the best bas-
ketball players to play for Ryerson, 
but he is saddened by the news. 
"If it's true, it's just disappoint-
ing news for us here," Haggerty said. 
"Alex is quite a smart person, but it 
just doesn't sound like he's directing 
it in the right way if this is true." 
Beason was granted bail on Friday 
and is scheduled to appear in court 
on March 6. 
j 
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Halle ran prepares for 
increased defensive 
DUNCAN DE YOUNG 
pressure 
CONTINUED FROM PACE 28 
thing and have the same goal heading 
into the playoffs - victory. 
After finishing the regular season in 
fifth place with a 9 - 10 record, the team 
has had a more successful year than the 
numbers might show. Five of the team's 
nine losses have come against number 
one and number two teams St FX and 
Cape Breton. 
The Hawks have also been national-
ly ranked, thanks in large part to their 
defeat of mainland teams in preseason 
and exhibition games. 
These wins, a huge improvement 
from last season, and a solid group of 
talent has instilled a lot of confidence 
in the team. 
"We're the team to be reckoned with. 
We can't be overlooked," said Saintil. 
Even the fifth-place ranking doesn't 
bother him. 
"We're not underdogs," he said. "I 
don't feel that way at all." 
But, the fact remains that nobody 
knows what to expect from this team 
in the playoffs. The probable starting 
lineup will look very different from the 
one that started MUN's last AUS play-
off game in 2004. 
Justin Halleran will be guarded tightly when the men's basketball team plays UPEI next weekend. 
Adding to the uncertainty, the Hawks 
will play the UPEI Panthers in the quar-
ter-finals. While the Sea-Hawks easily 
The quarter-final 
MUN (9 - 10) vs UPEI (10 - 10) 
This season: 
Nov 26 - MUN wins 76 - 65 
Nov 27 - MUN wins 73 - 57 
Sherone Edwards, who leads the league in scor-
ing, averaged only 15 points per game against 
the Sea-Hawks, down from his average 2i.7. 
His teammate and second-leading scorer 
Doug McKinney averaged 20 points in the 
two games. 
The University of Prince Edward Island 
Panthers were also without their top point guard 
Tyler Wood during the weekend series. Wood 
has averaged 12.3 points per game while dishing 
3.73 assists per game. Wood also has the third-
best assist-to-turnover rate in the league. 
Who's next? 
If the Hawks get by the Panthers 
they will face an intense semifinal 
against either first-ranked St FX (16 
- 4) or second-ranked Cape Breton 
(16 - 4). 
MUN was thumped badly by 
St.FX in Antigonish, Nova Scotia, 
earlier in the year, but managed an 
upset two weeks later at the Field 
House. The team couldn't produce 
similar results against a hot Cape 
Breton team, however, as the Capers 
earned a clean sweep in St John's. 
A semifinal win would set off the 
celebration for MUN, as it would 
guarantee them a trip to the nation-
al championships regardless of how 
they finish in the final. 
The good, the bad, and the 
ugly 
MUN is the third-highest scoring team in the 
league, behind only St FX and Cape Breton. They 
are also the best rebounding team in the league 
thanks in large part to Leonel Saintil, who averag-
es 9.8 per game. 
The team leads the Atlantic University Sport in 
assists with 15.63 per game - a stat Steve Nash would 
love - and are second in steals with 7.38 per game. 
On the bad side, the Sea-Hawks have the second-
worst assist-to-turnover ratio in the league- a very 
un-Nash-like quality. 
While their offence has small flaws, their defence 
will need to improve quickly if they're going to win 
in the playoffs. Opposing teams average 80 points 
when playing against MUN - a shocking statistic 
when compared to defensive leaders St FX who give 
up only 66 points per game. 
Dalhousie Tigers, poor shooting end 
women's basketball season in quarter-finals 
CONTINUED FROM PACE 28 
Getting a strong start has been cru-
cial for MUN this season. However, 
the team has often struggled to raise 
its intensity to the level of teams like 
Dal. The bigger and stronger Tigers 
ers to want to do things differently," 
he said. "If it doesn't, then we have the 
wrong players." 
Next season, Memorial will host 
the Canadian Interuniversity Sport 
championships, meaning the Sea-
overwhelmed 
the Hawks, es-
pecially under 
the net. 
"[MUN's] 
We need some better 
players, frankly, and 
Hawks will au-
tomatically play 
the best teams 
in the coun-
try. Coming off 
a weekend like 
this allows the 
Sea-Hawks to 
see where their 
weaknesses lie. 
posts were not in 
the kind of phys-
ical shape or con-
dition to com-
pete with them," 
said Partridge. 
the players we do have, 
have to be in a whole lot 
better physical shape. 
"We need 
Partridge 
thinks sever-
al changes will 
need to be made 
before next sea-
- Doug Partridge, wom-
en's basketball coach 
some better play-
ers, frankly, and 
the players we 
do have, have to 
son if the team wants to regain the 
championship and be competitive na-
tionally. He feels last weekend's down-
fall will be an important catalyst for 
off-season change. 
"The embarrassment of that kind 
of performance has to fuel the play-
be in a whole lot 
better physical shape," he said. 
Next year, the team will be com-
prised mostly of third- and fourth-
year players. Hopefully, a more ex-
perienced team will enable MUN to 
once again challenge for a champi-
onship. 
DUNCAN DE YOUNG 
The women's championship hopes bounced away from them last weekend. 
defeated the Panthers twice at the Field 
House earlier this year, UPEI recent-
ly got Tyler Wood - their star guard -
back from injury. 
"They'll be a different team for sure," 
said Saintil, who predicts the games 
will be far more competitive than the 
first series but that MUN will still come 
out on top. 
Halleran knows things will be differ-
ent for him in the playoffs too. While 
opponents have now caught on to his 
game and attack him with several dif-
ferent defenders, he is working through 
it. 
In the final weeks of practice, the 
team has started working on a defen-
sive system that will channel attack-
ing players towards Saintil, who poses 
a threat to block almost any shot. 
Offensively, Halleran has practiced 
shooting with people directly in front 
of him and with their hands in his face, 
obscuring his view of the net. 
Halleran estimates he will take about 
100 shots a day leading up to the cham-
pionships, all to prepare him for the 
shot that might decide his team's sea-
son. Or, perhaps the game will come 
down to one swift block from Saintil. 
If the Sea-Hawks have it their way, it 
won't come down to anything but a tick-
et to the national championships. 
Andre Grant 
averages 13 
points per 
game. 
DUNCAN DE YOUNG 
Memorial Female 
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Leonel Saintil throws down a dunk against Acadia. DUNCAN DE YOUNG 
'We're not underdogs': Saintil 
Men's basketball team 
ready for AUS playoffs 
BY ]OHN RIETI 
The Sea-Hawks are back in the playoffs, 
brimming with confidence and big ex-
pectations. 
Tue Atlantic University Sport (AUS) 
championship will be held this week-
end at the Metro Centre in Halifax. 
On the line are trips to the national 
championships for the top two finish-
ers, something Justin Halleran defi-
nitely wants. 
Tue fourth-year shooting guard has 
always been a high-scoring player, but 
Halleran has never had to work so hard 
as this season. Watching him weave 
around the floor, bolt around big men, 
or sprint along the sidelines is enough 
to make any fan or defender dizzy. 
Tue payoff for his perpetual move-
ment has been a career high of 14 points 
per game and a profound respect from 
his teammates, which Halleran says he 
needs to shoot with confidence. 
In the final game of the season 
against Acadia, Halleran drilled four 
straight three-point shots in the span 
of just over a minute, his teammates 
content to pass him the ball and watch 
as he automatically drained the long-
range shots. 
"It's nice when you see in your team-
mates' eyes that they want you to shoot 
the ball," said Halleran, who typically 
responds to sinking a big shot by thank-
ing whoever got him the ball. 
What Halleran lacks in style, 
Leonel Saintil quickly picks up. Unlike 
Halleran's torrid pace, Saintil seems 
to float around the floor, almost plod-
ding up the court or into his post po-
Sea-Hawks shot down 
BY COURTNEY BARBOUR 
In less than 20 minutes, the women's 
basketball team watched their sea-
son slip away. 
Almost every player who shot the 
ball for MUN in the first half missed, 
frustrating and disappointing the de-
fending champs. Tue team scored on 
only 28 per cent of their shots. 
High-scoring guard Leslie Stewart 
missed every shot, while Paula Barker 
- who had proved herself to be among 
the best shooters on the team all year -
made good on only three of 13 shots. 
"We just could not make shots .... It 
really doomed us," said Coach Doug 
Partridge. 
Partridge felt the team played strong 
defence, but their inconsistent offence 
put them into a hole by halftime, when 
they trailed Dalhousie 39 - 17· 
It was the Tigers' third win in as 
many games against the Sea-Hawks 
this season and they had no problem 
running up the score. Ryan McKay, 
who has always plagued the MUN de-
fence, led her team with 21 points. 
MUN's best performance came 
from Katherine Quackenbush in her 
first playoffs for the Hawks. She scored 
22 points, adding nine rebounds and 
three blocks. 
"Katherine had a good perfor-
mance, but she was really alone," 
said Partridge. "Not many of the oth-
er players played to the level of their 
ability and, if you don't get a team ef-
fort, it's hard to be successful." 
While the Hawks managed to step 
up their intensity in the second half, 
outscoring Dalhousie by five points, 
their effort came too late to close the 
divide. 
SEE 'DALHOUSIE' ON PAGE 27 
sition. Yet, when rebounding, Saintil 
explodes up from the floor, accelerat-
ing past other hands into exactly the 
right place. 
Tue sophomore, who was named to 
the AUS second team all-star team this 
week, is once again leading the league 
in rebounding and is tied with Halleran 
for the team lead in scoring average. 
Saintil's offence is the same as his 
defence. In the Acadia game, he came 
off the bench late after a slight hand in-
jury and some disciplinary bench rid-
ing. After leaping a foot over everyone 
else, he smashed down a huge block on 
Women's coach Doug Partridge . 
an Acadia guard, then smoothly ran 
the length of the floor to accept a pass 
from a teammate and dunk it in front 
of a helpless Axe-men player. 
Minutes later, he was back on the 
bench while Halleran continued to 
race around the floor. 'Tm the type 
of guy that feeds off a nice play," said 
Saintil, who loves the rush he feels af-
ter Halleran drains a three-pointer or 
forward Andre Grant scores a nice bas-
ket under the net. 
While the two players seem from dif-
ferent planets, both rely on the same 
SEE 'HALLERAN' ON PACE 27 
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